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We present a number of two-person games, based on simple combinatorial ideas, for 
which the problem of deciding whether the first player can win is complete in polynomial 
space. This provides strong evidence, although not absolute proof, that efficient general 
algorithms for deciding the winner of these games do not exist. The existence of a polyno- 
mial-time algorithm for deciding any one of these games would imply the unexpected 
result that polynomial-time algorithms exist for (a) all the rest of these games, (b) all 
NP-complete problems and (c) in general, any problem decidable by a polynomial tape 
bounded Turing machine. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Games provide many examples of problems which, although theoretically solvable, 
appear to be beyond the limits of practical computation. For example, the difficulty of 
deciding whether a given position in the game of chess can be won by the player who is 
about to move is widely recognized. Although this problem is in principle solvable by 
an exact computation, no way is known of carrying out that computation on a real 
computer in less than an astronomical amount of time. 
In this respect chess is typical of many two-person perfect-information games. Many 
examples can be given of games which are “unsolved,” in the sense that there is no 
known method of exact analysis which is not based on the straightforward approach of 
“searching the game tree”-a process which t ypically requires an amount of time ex- 
ponential in the depth of search, and which is therefore impractical except for problems 
of very small size. 
In terms of computational complexity, one suspects that these games are intrinsically 
difficult and would like to obtain theoretical results whichconfirm this suspicion. Compared 
to the abundance of games which seem to be hard, the results in this direction have so 
far been rather meager. For interesting finite games like chess, no meaningful charac- 
terization of complexity is known. But by considering games of a much more general 
character-for example, games which can be played on an arbitrary graph-some in- 
teresting results can be obtained. 
As an example, we describe the game of Generalized Hex, which Even and Tarjan 
have studied [4, 51. This game may be played on any (finite) graph G having two distin- 
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guished nodes n, and n, . A move for the first (second) player consists of putting a white 
(black) marker on some node of G: the player is free to choose any unoccupied node 
except n, and ns . After all nodes other than n, and ns are occupied, the first player wins 
if and only if there is an arc-connected chain of white-occupied nodes joining n, to na . 
Even and Tarjan showed that the problem of deciding of an arbitrary given graph 
whether the first player can win this game is complete with respect to log-space reduci- 
bility in polynomial space (“log-complete in PSPACE”). This condition (which will be 
defined in Section 2) gives very strong grounds for believing that Generalized Hex is 
difficult, in the following sense: it is unlikely that there exists any algorithm for deciding 
the winner on an arbitrary graph, whose worst-case running time is bounded by a 
polynomial function of the size of the input graph. The significance of this condition is 
discussed further below. 
Generalized Hex was the first example of a natural game to be shown log-complete 
in PSPACE. The proof relied on an earlier result of Stockmeyer and Meyer [11, 121, 
which states that a decision problem on quantified propositional formulas, called B, , 
is log-complete in PSPACE. Actually, J3, itself can be regarded as the problem of deciding 
the winner of a certain game. The game in this case is somewhat less natural than 
Generalized Hex. We have named this game GJCNF); it is described in the list of games 
below. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a number of new games which are also log- 
complete in PSPACE. The list of these games appears below. Even and Tarjan [4] 
observed that “any game with a sufficiently rich structure” would probably be complete 
in PSPACE. Our results serve to confirm that observation and provide some indication 
of what constitutes “sufficiently rich structure.” 
Game Descriptions 
For each of the following games, the problem of deciding of any given input whether 
the first player can win is log-complete in polynomial space. All games are between two 
players, I and II, with I making moves 1, 3, 5 ,... and II making moves 2,4 ,... . There are 
no draws. Basic definitions involving formulas and graphs, and details of encoding, 
are given in the Appendix. The meaning of “via length L(n)” is explained under “Space 
Bounds” below. 
Games on Graphs and Directed Graphs 
1. NODE KAYLES. Input is a graph. A move consists of putting a marker on an 
unoccupied node which is not adjacent to any occupied node. The first player unable 
to move loses. (Theorem 3.2; via length tie log n.) 
Remark. By thinking of this game as being played on the complement of the graph, 
we can regard it as a clique-forming game, in which a move consists of choosing a node 
which is adjacent to every previously chosen node. 
2. BIGBAPH NODE KAYLES. Input is a triple (G, Vr , V,,), where G = (V, E) 
is a graph, V, and V,, are disjoint sets whose union is V, and every arc of G joins a node 
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in Vi to a node in I’,, . (Thus G is a bipartite graph.) The game is played like game 1, 
except that player I must choose nodes in Vr and II must choose nodes in I’,, . (Theorem 
3.4; via length n10 log n.) 
Remark. Conway [14] describes a game called SNORT, which is played on planar 
maps. The above result implies that when SNORT is generalized to arbitrary graphs, 
the problem of recognizing winning positions is complete in PSPACE. For details, see 
the remarks which follow Theorem 3.4. 
3. GEOGRAPHY. Input is a pair (G, s), where G is a directed graph and s is a 
node of G. A marker is initially placed on node s. A move consists of moving the marker 
along a directed arc to an adjacent node. Each directed arc can be used once only. The 
first player unable to move loses. (Theorem 3.1; via length n2 log n.) 
Games on Propositional Formulas 
4. GJCNF). Input is a pair (A, [), where A is a CNF formula and E = (h ,t2 ,..., [,) 
is a list of distinct variables, including all those occurring in A. Move i consists of assigning 
to Ei a value of 0 (false) or 1 (true). After n moves, I wins iff the assignment which has 
been produced makes A true. (Stockmeyer and Meyer; see Lemma 2.3; via length n2 log n.) 
Note. For mnemonic convenience we usually write the input to this game as (3[,) 
(vt,) (5%) a** (Q&&% h w ere the quantifiers are alternately 3 and V. An example of an 
input to this game is (3x,) (VXJ (3~s) ((x1) A (us v T~a) A (-,x1 v -,x2 A xs)). It is not 
hard to see that player I can win this example: he has a winning strategy which consists 
of setting x1 to 1 on move 1, and setting xs to the same value as x2 on move 3. 
5. G,,s(POS CNF). Input is a positive CNF formula (that is, a CNF formula in 
which -- does not occur). A move consists of choosing some variable of A which has not 
yet been chosen. The game ends after all variables of A have been chosen. Player I wins 
iff A is true when all variables chosen by I are set to 1 and all variables chosen by II are 
set to 0. (In other words, I wins iff he succeeds in playing some variable in each conjunct.) 
For example, on input x A (y v x) A (y v w) player II can win. The following variations 
of this game are also log-complete in PSPACE: (a) G,,,(POS CNF 11). This is the 
same game as just described, but with inputs restricted to CNF formulas having at most 
11 variables in each conjunct. (b) G,,(POS DNF 11). Same as (a), but the inputs are 
DNF formulas instead of CNF. (Player I wins iff he plays every variable of some disjunct.) 
(Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7; via length n2 log n.) 
6. G %f&CNF). Input is a triple (A, Vr , Vn), where A is a CNF formula, and 
Vr and V,, are disjoint sets whose union is the set of variables of A, 1 VI 1 = 1 V,, I. 
A move by player I (II) consists of choosing some variable in Vt (I’,,) which has not yet 
been chosen and setting it to 0 or 1. After all variables have been played, I wins iff the 
assignment makes A true. (Theorem 3.8; via length n2 (log n)“.) 
7. Ga,,id(POS DNF 2). Input is a positive DNF formula A with at most two 
variables in any disjunct. A move consists of choosing any variable of A that has not yet 
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been chosen. The loser is the first player after whose move A is true, when the variables 
which have been played so far are set to 1 and all other variables are set to 0. 
(Corollary 3.3; via length ns log K) 
8. Gseek(POS DNF 3). Same as 7, except that “winner” replaces “loser” and the 
input formula may have as many as three variables per disjunct. (Corollary 3.3; via 
length n* log n.) 
9. Gav,id(POS CNF). Same as 7, except that the input is a positive CNF formula, 
and there is no bound on the number of variables per conjunct. (Theorem 3.10; via 
length n2 (log n)“.) 
10. G,,,b(POS CNF). Same as 7, except “winner” replaces “loser” and the input 
is as in 9. (Corollary 3.13; via length n2 (log a)“.) 
11. G s/,avoid(POS DNF 2). Input is a triple (A, Vr , Vn), where A is a positive 
DNF formula with at most two variables in any disjunct, and V, and V,, are disjoint 
sets of equal cardinality whose union is the set of variables of A. A move for player I 
(II) consists of choosing any variable in V, (V,,) that has not yet been chosen. The loser 
is the first player after whose move A is true, when the variables which have been played 
so far are set to 1 and all other variables are set to 0. (Corollary 3.5; via length nl” log n.) 
12. G yOseek(POS DNF 3). Same as 11, except that “winner” replaces “loser” and 
the input formula may have as many as three variables per disjunct. (Corollary 3.5; via 
length nl” log n.) 
13. G%avora(POS CNF). Same as 11, except that the input formula is a positive 
CNF formula, and there is no bound on the number of variables per conjunct. (Corollary 
3.12; via length n2 (log n)“.) 
14. G%,,&POS CNF). S ame as 11, except that “winner” replaces “loser” and the 
input is as in 13. (Corollary 3.13; via length n2 (log n)“.) 
Games on Collections of Sets 
15. SIFT. Input is two collections of finite sets, Gk’ = {A, ,..., A,} and 
9 = {Bi ,..., B,} with Ai # Bj for all i, j. A move consists of choosing some element 
of A, u “.uA,uB,u ... u B, that has not yet been chosen. Call a set Ai or Bi 
“occupied” when some element of it has been chosen. Player I wins if all sets in 0’ 
are occupied before all sets in g are occupied. Player II wins if all sets in g are oc- 
cupied before all sets in LY are occupied. Any player who simultaneously occupies the 
last unoccupied sets of both CZ and a loses. (Corollary 3.11; via length n2 (log n)“.) 
Remark. If the restriction Ai # Bj is dropped, then this game with 6Y = @ is 
equivalent to game 9, Gr+v,rd(POS CNF). 
Each of the above that is played on positive CNF or DNF formulas can be equivalently 
stated as a game on collections of sets. For example, the following games are equivalent 
to games 5 and 9, respectively: 
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5’. Input is a collection {A, ,..., A,} of finite sets. A move consists of choosing 
some element of A, U ... U A, that has not yet been chosen. After all elements have 
been chosen, player I wins iff he has chosen at least one element of each input set. 
9’. The input and definition of move are as in 5’. The game ends and the last 
player loses as soon as at least one element of each input set has been chosen. 
Similar paraphrases can be given for games 7, 8, 10-14. 
SigniJicance of completeness in PSPACE. We here discuss informally the significance 
of completeness in PSPACE; formal definitions will be given in Section 2. The comple- 
teness in PSPACE of the above games rests ultimately on the fact that these games have 
enough complexity to simulate Turing machines. Each of these games provides, in 
effect, through its various inputs, a language which is rich enough to describe Turing 
machine computations. This language is succinct enough that any problem decidable 
by a polynomial-tape bounded Turing machine is reducible efficiently (i.e., by a poly- 
nomial-time transformation) to instances of the given game. (A polynomial-tape bounded 
Turing machine is one which, to decide any given input, uses only an amount of tape 
bounded by some polynomial function of the length of the input. The set of all problems 
decidable by such machines is called “polynomial space,” or PSPACE.) As a consequence, 
if a polynomial-time algorithm were found to decide one of these games, then this would 
yield polynomial-time algorithms for all problems in PSPACE. 
PSPACE is a very large class and it would be very surprising if every problem in 
PSPACE were polynomial-time decidable. Forone thing, PSPACE includes the class NP, 
which contains many well-known problems (for example, the problem of deciding 
whether a given formula in the propositional calculus is satisfiable) for which no poly- 
nomial-time algorithm is known [3, 91. Also, each one of these games is itself in PSPACE. 
(This is essentially a consequence of the fact that for each of these games the maximum 
number of moves in a played game is bounded by some polynomial function of the 
input size; see Lemma 2.2.) Thus, if any of these games is polynomial-time decidable, 
all of them are. These facts make it seem very unlikely that any of these games is poly- 
nomial-time decidable. Thus, our results provide rather strong evidence that efficient 
general algorithms for deciding these games do not exist. 
Space bounds. The significance of the phrase “via length L(n)” is explained in detail 
at the end of Section 2. Roughly, it means that any Turing machine M that runs in 
space S(n) can be simulated by inputs to the given game of size at most cL(S(n)), for 
some constant c depending on M. This is of interest because it implies lower bounds 
on the space needed to decide the game: if L(n) = nk (log n)“, then the game is not 
decidable (even nondeterministically) in space nP for any p < l/K. (See Lemma 2.4.) 
Origin of the games. Since we were not aware of any previously studied games of 
sufficient generality to be likely candidates for completeness in PSPACE, we had to 
more or less make up our own. In a few cases, it was possible to generalize existing games. 
For example, GEOGRAPHY was suggested to us by R. M. Karp as a generalization of 
the well-known game in which players take turns naming place-names, subject to the 
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condition that the first letter of each place-name must be the same as the last letter of the 
preceding place-name. Likewise, the game we call NODE KAYLES can be regarded as 
a generalization of the game of Kayles, and games similar to it, which are described in 
[l, 71. Aside from such cases, we have tried to systematically explore various combinatorial 
ideas. Propositional formulas have proved to be a particularly convenient vehicle for 
this exploration. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Terminology for Games 
We begin by establishing some terminology for games. Our definitions here are 
somewhat informal, in keeping with our approach of relying on natural-language de- 
scriptions to talk about games. We call the games listed in Section 1 generalgames, because 
each of them may be played on any of a large class of inputs. When a particular input 
is provided, we have what we call a specific game. Thus, NODE KAYLES is a general 
game, but NODE KAYLES on G, where G is some particular graph, is a specific game. 
Let H be a specific game. The definition of H includes the specification of some initial 
configuration, together with the definition of what constitutes a legal move and what 
conditions determine a won game. By a played game on H, or a jnished game on H, we 
mean a legal sequence of moves which, starting from the initial configuration of H, 
results in a win for one of the players. Since there are no draws in the games we consider, 
any legal sequence of moves is an initial subsequence of some finished game. A strategy 
for player I (II) for H is a function which assigns to any legal sequence of moves of even 
(odd) length, which is not a finished game, some move which is a legal continuation of 
that sequence. A strategy is a winning strategy for a player if that player is the winner of 
every played game in which every one of that player’s moves is the move assigned by the 
strategy to the sequence of preceding moves. We often say that a player “can win” H to 
mean that that player has a winning strategy for H. 
Let G be a general game. We denote by Inp(G) the set of inputs to G. We define 
L(G) = {A E Inp(G): player I h as a winning strategy for G on input A},E(G) = Inp(G) - 
L(G). Since our games have no draws, E(G) is the set of inputs to G on which player II 
has a winning strategy. (This follows from standard game-theoretic arguments.) 
We use some additional notation for the games played on propositional formulas. 
These general games have names of the form G,(X), where X is a class of formulas 
and #is some subscripted descriptor. For such games we write&(X) instead ofL(G,(X)), 
and G,(A) denotes the specific game consisting of G,(X) played on the input formula A. 
In games where one player tries to make the input formula true and the other tries to 
make it false, we refer to these players by the names T and F, respectively, instead of the 
usual names I and II. Thus, for example, if A is a CNF formula, A EL%~&CNF) iff 
player T can win G%&A). 
Complexity Measures 
Let r, A be finite alphabets. A function fi r* -+ A* is computable in space S(n) (time 
T(n)) if there is a deterministic Turing machine having a two-way read-only input tape, 
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a one-way write-only output tape, and a single work tape, which, on any input w E r*, 
outputsf(w) and halts, having scanned at most S(] w I) distinct squares of the work tape 
(having run for at most T(j w I) steps). A function is computable in log space (polynomial 
spuce, polynomial time) if it is computable in space c log(n) (space cnk, time cnk + d) 
for some constants c, d, k. (In this context we adopt the convention that log(O) = 0.) 
“Log-space computable” means the same as “computable in log space.” 
By a recognition problem we mean any set of (finite) strings over some finite alphabet. 
A recognition problem A c r* is decidable in some space or time bound iff the function 
f: I’* -+ (0, l} defined byf(w) = 1 e w E A is computable in that space or time bound. 
PSPACE, LOGSPACE, and P denote, respectively, the sets of recognition problems 
that are decidable in polynomial space, log space, and polynomial time. 
It is not hard to show that P CPSPACE. There is considerable reason to believe that 
this inclusion is proper, but so far this has not been demonstrated, in spite of much effort. 
Among the reasons for thinking that P # PSPACE is the fact that PSPACE includes the 
class NP, which contains many problems of great practical interest for which no poly- 
nomial-time algorithm is known [3, 6, 9, 111. 
Let A C I’*, B CA*. Then A is log-space reducible to B, or A <ts B, iff there is a 
log-space computable function f: r* -+ A* such that for all w E: r*, w E A *f(w) E B. 
Iff is such a function, we say A fls B viaf. The relation <ls is transitive [8, 121. 
The recognition problem A is <lp-complete, or log-complete, in PSPACE iff A E PSPACE 
and, for all B E PSPACE, B <lg A. Stockmeyer and Meyer [ll, 121 and others have 
given examples of problems which are log-complete in PSPACE. 
Log-space reducibility is a finer reducibility than the polynomial-time reducibility CC 
of Karp [9]; that is, A <rs B implies A oc B [ll]. From this it follows that if A E P 
and B <ls A, then B E P. Hence, if A is log-complete in PSPACE and PSPACE contains 
any problem not decidable in polynomial time, then A is such a problem. Thus, log- 
completeness in PSPACE provides rather strong reason to believe that a problem is not 
decidable in polynomial time. 
To show that A is log-complete in PSPACE, it suffices to show that A EPSPACE 
and that B <lg A for some B which is log-complete in PSPACE. (This is an immediate 
consequence of the transitivity of \(ls .) The proofs of log-completeness in this paper 
all use this fact. 
Preliminary Lemmas 
We now give some preliminary lemmas about the complexity of our games. The first 
lemma is very straightforward and we state it without proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each general game G listed in Section 1, (a) Inp(G) E LOGSPACE, 
and (b) L(G) is log-complete in PSPACE if and only if E(G) is log-complete in PSPACE. 1 
In our completeness proofs we typically show L(G) <QL(G’) by exhibiting some 
log-space computable function f: Inp(G) -+ Inp(G’) such that f-l(L(G’)) = L(G). This 
is imprecise in that the domain off should be Z*, the set of all strings over the input 
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alphabet. This imprecision is justified by part (a) of the above lemma: it is easy to see 
that f can be extended to the domain Z* by mapping elements of Z*-Inp(G) into some 
fixed string not in L(G), and that the extended function is also log-space computable. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each general game G listed in. Section 1, L(G) E PSPACE; in fact, 
L(G) is decidable in space cnfor some constant c. 
Proof. (sketch) Let G be one of the general games and let H be the specific game 
consisting of G played on input A. If 01 is any legal sequence of moves in H, let Succ(a) 
be the set of moves m such that am (that is, CY followed by m) is a legal sequence. Let 
Winner(a) denote the player (I or II) for whom 01 is a winning position. It follows from 
standard game-theoretic arguments that Winner(a) is computed by the recursive algorithm 
described as follows: If 01 is a finished game, let Winner(a) be the winner, as defined by 
the rules of the game. Otherwise, let p(a) be the player who is to move in position (Y, 
and let 3(a) be the other player. Set Winner(a) = p(a) if there is some m E Succ(a) 
such that Winner(olm) = p(a), and Winner(a) = F(a) otherwise. 
It is easy to see that the total space required to compute Winner( ,~a>, where o is the 
empty sequence, using this algorithm is just whatever is needed to record any legal 
sequence of moves, plus whatever is required for deciding whether a sequence is a 
finished game and if so who wins it, and for enumerating Succ(cu) for any legal sequence CY. 
For any of our games, it is not hard to see that all these things can be done using an 
amount of space at most linear in the length of the input. Thus, L(G) is decidable in 
space cn for some c. 1 
The basis of all our completeness results is a theorem of Stockmeyer and Meyer [ 11, 121. 
Let B, be the set of all propositional formulas A whose variables are in {x~,~ : i, j > 1) 
such that (3X,) (VXJ (3X,) ... A. This quantified formula means: “There exists an 
assignment of truth-values (i.e., values in (0, 1)) to xi,r , ~r,~ ,..., such that for any 
assignment of truth-values to X~,~ , x2.2 ,..., there exists... (and so on until the variables 
of A are all assigned)..., A is true.” Stockmeyer and Meyer showed that B, n CNF 3 
is log-complete in PSPACE, where CNF 3 is the set of CNF formulas having at most 
three literals in any conjunct. 
There is a well-known correspondence between quantified formulas and games. 
Consider a game played on formulas A with variables in {X~,~ : i, j > l} in which the 
ith move consists of assigning truth-values to the variables xi,r , xi,2 ,... and player I wins 
iff A is true after all variables are assigned. It can be seen that B, is precisely the set of 
formulas A on which player I can win this game. 
The only essential difference between this game, restricted to CNF formulas, and the 
game we call GJCNF) is that in the latter game exactly one variable is played on each 
move. Any given CNF formula with variables xi,j can be turned into an input for GJCNF) 
by a simple transformation which essentially inserts a dummy variable between any 
two similarly quantified variables. This transformation can be done in log space, and so the 
following is immediate. (G,(CNF 3) is the restriction of GJCNF) to input formulas 
with at most three literals in each conjunct.) 
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LEMMA 2.3. L,(CNF 3) is log-complete in PSPACE. [ 
When proving that L,(CNF) <raL(G) for some G, we often make restrictive assump- 
tions about the inputs to GJCNF), and rely on the fact that LJCNF) is complete even 
in this restricted form. For example, we might assume that the quantified variables are 
Xl , x2 ,.**, X, in order and that n is even. In all such cases, the justification is that there 
is an obvious log-space computable transformation which maps any given A E Inp 
(GJCNF)) into some A’ of the restricted form such that A ELJCNF) iff A’ ELJCNF). 
As is customary in this kind of work, we rarely take the trouble to justify the statement 
that the reductions we give are computable in log space. Although our constructions are 
sometimes complicated, there is usually no difficulty in showing that they can be carried 
out by algorithms which scan the input and generate the output with the help of a fixed 
number of counters (which hold numbers that never exceed the length of the input) 
and no other working storage. In a few cases where the procedure might not be clear, 
further explanation is given. 
Justi$cation of Space Bounds 
We have asserted in Section 1 certain lower bounds on the space required to decide 
each game. We here sketch the justification of these assertions, referring the reader 
to [I I] for details. Let us say that A C r* is log-complete in PSPACE oia length L(n) 
if A is log-complete in PSPACE and for any B C d* such that B is decidable nondeter- 
ministically in space 5’(n) = n, B <rs A via some function f such that for all w E d*, 
) f (w)l < cL( / w I), where c is a constant depending on B. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A be log-complete in PSPACE via length L(n), with L(n) < @(log n)m, 
k 3 1, m > 0. Then for any nondeterministic Turing machine M that decides A, there is a 
c > 0 such that M uses space greater than c(n/(log n)m)llk on in.niteZy many inputs. Hence 
A is not decidable, even nondeterministically, in space np for any p < l/k. 
The proof of this lemma is almost identical to that of Corollary 6.6, part (2), of [II], 
so we omit it. To determine L(n) for each of our games, we have relied on the following 
fact: L,(CNF 3) is log-complete in PSPACE via length n2 log n; moreover, this reduction 
is realized by functions f such that f ( w ) is a CNF formula with at most c j w j2 occurrences 
of variables, for any argument w. (In other words, the factor of log n arises only from the 
need to write out the names of the variables.) This fact can be verified from the proof 
of completeness of B, n CNF 3 in [l I]. Since all our completeness proofs are based on 
reductions, direct or indirect, of LJCNF) or L,(CNF 3) to the given problems, it was 
straightforward to determine a bound L(n) for each problem: we simply examined the 
reduction of L,(CNF 3) to the given problem and let L(n) be some easily estimated 
upper bound (ignoring constant factors) on the size of the inputs to which CNF formulas 
having cn2 occurrences of variables are reduced. The bounds L(n) which we found in 
this way are given in the list of games in Section 1. We have in most cases not taken the 
trouble to comment on these bounds in the proofs themselves. 
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3. COMPLETENESS PROOFS 
In this section we prove the completeness of all the games listed in Section 1. We 
briefly describe the common method of proof. For each game G, L(G) is shown to be 
log-complete in PSPACE by showing that L(G) E PSPACE (cf. Lemma 2.2) and that 
QG) G&(G) f or some game G,, such that L(G,) has already been shown log-complete 
in PSPACE. The proof of the latter statement goes as follows. Let some A e Inp(G,) be 
given (cf. remarks after Lemma 2.1). We define some A’ E Inp(G) and then verify the 
following: (a) A’ is log-space computable as a function of A, and (b) If player I (resp. II) 
has a winning strategy for G,, on A, then player I (resp. II) has a winning strategy for 
G on A’. It should be clear from the last section that these steps suffice for a proof. 
The following proof provides a very simple illustration of this method. 
THEOREM 3.1. L(GEOGRAPHY) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, L(GEOGRAPHY) EPSPACE. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, it 
suffices to show L,(CNF) &sL(GEOGRAPHY). Let A E Inp(G,(CNF)) be given. 
Assume without loss of generality that A = (3x,) @x2) *‘* (3~~) (A, A A, A *** A A,), 
where n is odd and each Ai is a disjunction of literals. Define the directed graph 
G = (V,E) by 
V = {xi , 5i , ui , wi : 1 < i d n} U {u,+i} U {yk : 1 < k < m), 
E = i&i , xi), (ui , 9, (xi , 4, (%, 4, (vi , ui+J: 1 < i < 4 
u {(u,+i , yk): 1 < K < m} u ((JQ , xi): xi occurs unnegated in Ak} 
u {(rk , zJ: xi occurs negated in Ak}. 
This construction is illustrated by a simple example in Fig. 1. 
When GEOGRAPHY is played on the directed graph G with the marker initially 
on u1 , it mimics the game G,(A) in a fairly straightforward way. On move 1, player I 
must move the marker to either xi or %i ; this corresponds to player T’s assigning a 
value of 1 or 0, respectively, to x1 in G,(A). Then moves 2 and 3 in the GEOGRAPHY 
game are forced: there is no choice but for II to move to TJ~ and then for I to move to 
ua . On move 4, player II must choose to move to x2 or %a ; this corresponds to player F’s 
setting x2 to 1 or 0 in G,(A). The play continues in this way, with one of xi , %$ being 
chosen on move 3i - 2, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n; the choice is made by I if i is odd and by II 
if i is even. Thus, in terms of the choices made by the two players, the first 3n moves of 
GEOGRAPHY on input (G, y) are essentially identical to the n moves of G,(A). We 
next show that the outcomes of the two games are also identically determined. 
Suppose that 3n moves have been made in some partially played game of GEOGRAPHY 
on (G, uJ. When interpreted as moves in a game of G,(A) via the above correspondence, 
these moves yield some played game K on G,(A). We claim that if T (resp. F) is the 
winner of K, then I (resp. II) can win the GEOGRAPHY game. First suppose that F is 
the winner of K. Let A, be some conjunct which has not been satisfied. Then on move 
3n + 1 of the GEOGRAPHY game, II can win by moving the marker from u,+~ to yk . 
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FIG. 1. Example of the construction of Theorem 3.1. This is the directed graph G which is 
constructed from the input formula A = (3xl)(Vx,)(3x,)(( Xl " x2 -lx,) A (% " -lxz) * (1%)). 
The marker is initially on node ul . 
Since A, was not satisfied, every arc out of yk goes to some xI or %d which has not been 
visited. After I moves to such an unvisited node, II will move the marker from that node 
to vi . After that I has no move, since the only arc out of vi has already been used, so II 
wins. 
Next suppose that T is the winner of K. Then after II moves from u,+~ to some yK on 
move 3n 2 1, I can win by moving to some visited node xi or 5i , where xi is a variable 
of A, which has been played so as to satisfy A, . Since this node has already been visited, 
the only arc out of it has been used; thus II has no move and I wins. 
In view of the above, it is easy to see that if player T (resp. F) has a winning strategy 
for G,(A), then I (resp. II) can use that strategy to win GEOGRAPHY on input (G, ui). 
To complete the proof, we observe that (G, ui) is log-space computable as a function 
ofA. 1 
It was relatively easy to use GEOGRAPHY to simulate GJCNF), because the rules 
of GEOGRAPHY constrain the possible moves at any point to a small set. By contrast, 
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the player in NODE KAYLES has his choice of any playable node on the graph. In 
order to use NODE KAYLES to simulate G,,,(CNF), a way must be found to constrain 
the moves in spite of this apparent freedom. We do this by constructing the graph in 
such a way that at any point all but a few of the possible moves lead to sudden defeat 
for the player who makes them. The few moves that are not fatal are the “legitimate” 
moves. The idea of restricting freedom by punishing illegitimate moves was used by 
Even and Tarjan [4]. 
THEOREM 3.2 L(NODE KAYLES) is Zag-compkte in PSPACE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, L(NODE KAYLES) EPSPACE. Thus it suffices to show 
L,(CNF) +L(NODE KAYLES). Let A E Inp(G,(CNF)) be given. Assume without 
loss of generality that A = (3x,) (Vx+,) ... (3x,) (B, A ... A B,), where each B, is a 
disjunction of literals, n is odd, and B, = (xl v -,x1). This last assumption is permissible 
because such a conjunct can be added to any formula A without affecting the outcome 
of G,(A). Define the graph G = (V, E) by 
v= (J xc, 
O<i<” 
x0 = {xo.le: 1 <kKmm), 
xi = (Xi , g} LJ {yi,j: 0 <<j < i - 1) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
E = u [Xi]” u D u u Cisj, where [Xl2 = {{x, y}: x, y E X, x f y}, 
O&p l<i<" 
oqjq-1 
D = {{xi , x~,~}: xi occurs unnegated in Bk} u ({xi , xoBk}: xi occurs negated in B,}, 
{Y&i, 4: w E (J Xk 
O(k<i 
k#j 
i = l,..., n; j = 0 ,...) i - 1. 
A simple example of this construction is shown in Fig. 2. To avoid confusion resulting 
from the large numbers of arcs, this figure uses certain conventions to represent arcs. 
Groups of nodes are indicated by cigar-shaped enclosures. An arc which is shown 
terminating at the edge of an enclosure represents multiple arcs leading to each node 
within the enclosure. Also, all nodes within each enclosure are joined pairwise by arcs, 
which are not shown. 
It is straightforward to show that there is a log-space algorithm which computes G 
from input A. 
We say that a game of NODE KAYLES on G is played legitimately if for i = 1,2,..., 72, 
the node played on move i is either x,-~+~ or xnei+r . (The moves of a legitimate game 
mimic those of G,(A) in an obvious way: on move 1 player I plays x, or X;Z , on move 
2 player II plays x,-i or %+I , and so on.) The graph G has been constructed so as to 
force players to play legitimately: If on any of the first 71 moves a player fails to play 
legitimately, when all previous moves were legitimate, then that player is subject to 
immediate defeat. To show this, fix some integer i, 1 < i < 71, and suppose that the first 
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FIG. 2. Example of the construction of Theorem 3.2. This is the graph G which is constructed 
from the input formula A = (3x,)(Vx,)(3x,)(( x1 v 7x,) A (x1 v -+J A (+x1 v x8 v x3)). An arc 
leading to the edge of an enclosure represents multiple arcs leading to each node in the enclosure. 
Also, within each enclosure, all nodes are mutually joined by arcs, which are not shown. 
n - i moves have been made legitimately. Thus the nodes played so far are one of each 
Pair {xn , %I,..., {xi+l , ~~+r}. Within each set X, , any two nodes are adjacent; hence, at 
most one node can be played within each X, . Thus all nodes of X, u X,-r U -1. U Xi+I 
are now unplayable. Suppose that the player on move n - i + 1 plays illegitimately, 
that is, he plays some node of Xi v Xi, u **. U X0 other than Xi or Zi . If he plays a 
node in X, for some k < i, then his opponent can win by playing yi,k ; this leaves no 
playable nodes, since every node of X, is adjacent to the illegitimately played node, 
and every node of (X, u Xl u e-0 u Xi) - X, is adjacent to yisk . On the other hand, 
if the illegitimate move is in Xi , it must be yi,& for some k < i. In this case, the opponent 
can win by playing xk if k > 0 or x,,r if k = 0. (The latter is playable because of the 
assumption about B, .) Again, the response wins because no playable nodes are left. 
Thus, any illegitimate move by the player on move i leads to immediate defeat. 
We complete the proof by showing that player T can win G,(A) iff player I can win 
NODE KAYLES on G. 
Suppose that T has a winning strategy for G,(A). Then player I can win NODE 
KAYLES on G as follows. On the first n moves of the game, I plays legitimately as long 
as II does, and uses T’s winning strategy for G,(A), via the obvious correspondence 
whereby setting xi to 0 or 1 in G,(A) corresponds to playing %< or xi , respectively, in 
NODE KAYLES on G. If II plays illegitimately on any of these moves, then of course I 
wins at once as described above. If II plays legitimately all the way, then after move n 
there are no playable nodes left: No node of X1 u 1.. u X, is playable, since one node 
of Xi has been played for each i > 0; and since I has played by T’s winning strategy, 
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it is clear that every node ~a,~ of X,, is adjacent to some played node (or else T’s strategy 
would not have satisfied the conjunct A,). Thus player I can win NODE KAYLES on G. 
In a similar manner, one shows that if F has a winning strategy for G,(A), then II can 
win NODE KAYLES on G. As long as I plays legitimately, II does so too and uses F’s 
winning strategy. If I plays legitimately all the way, then on move n + 1 IT can play 
X0& , where Al, is a conjunct of A which is not satisfied. After that there are no playable 
nodes and so II wins. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. &~id(Pos DNF 2) and J&!k(POS DNF 3) are log-complete in 
PSPACE. 
Proof. To show L(NODE KAYLES) < L ,rs avoid(POS DNF 2), let a graph G be 
given and assume that its nodes are named x1 , x, ,..., x, . Let A be the disjunction of 
{(xt A xi) : (xi , x3.} is an arc of G} u (( x, A xi’) : xi is an isolated node of G}. Then it is 
easy to see that I can win NODE KAYLES on G iff I can win G,v,&A). 
Next we show L,Oid(POS DNF 2) \<lgLse&(POS DNF 3). Let a positive DNF 
formula A = A, v A, v -.- v A, be given. Let A’ = (u, A us) v (ul A A,) v (ul A A,) v 
a** v (ul A A,), where U, , ua are new variables not occurring in A. It is easy to see that 
1 can Win Gseek(A’) iff I can win Gavoid(A). (Until some Ai is satisfied, it is fatal to play 
one of the new variables, because one’s opponent will play the other and win. After 
some Aa is satisfied, playing ur wins.) If A has at most two variables in any disjunct, 
A’ has at most three. 1 
NODE KAYLES seems to be very difficult even on very simple graphs. Even on 
graphs of degree 2, it is not obvious how to tell the winner; an elegant polynomial-time 
algorithm for this case is provided by [7]. W e d o not know of a polynomial-time algorithm 
for any of the following classes of graphs: (a) acyclic graphs of degree 3; (b) connected 
acyclic graphs having only one node of degree greater than 2; (c) graphs consisting of 
an m by n rectangular array of nodes, each joined by arcs to its nearest neighbors hori- 
zontally and vertically (even if m = 3 this is open). 
The complexity of ARC KAYLES, the analog of NODE KAYLES in which players 
choose arcs instead of nodes, is not known. If ARC KAYLES is varied by letting the 
input graph have a distinguished subset A’ of arcs, with the rule that no arc outside A’ 
may be played as long as any arc in A’ is playable, the result is TWO-PHASE ARC 
KAYLES. We have shown that L(TWO-PHASE ARC KAYLES) is log-complete in 
PSPACE; the proof, which is not given here, consists in reducing L,,,(POS CNF) to 
this problem. 
THEOREM 3.4. L(BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. This proof uses basically the same construction that was used for NODE 
KAYLES, with a number of modifications. These modifications arise from the fact that 
the graph constructed must be bipartite; this limits our freedom to join pairs of nodes 
by arcs. 
By Lemma 2.2, L(BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES) EPSPACE. Thus it suffices to 
show LJCNF) +L(BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES). Let A E Inp(G,(CNF)) be given. 
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Assume without loss of generality that A = (~x,J(VX~-~) e-e (3x,)(B, A ... A II,), where 
each Bi is a disjunction of literals and n is odd. Let the graph G = (V, E) be defined by 
v = u (X, u Yi u Z,), 
oq<3n 
x0 = e0.k: 1 < K < m>, 
Yo==Zo= .0, 
x3i = txi 9 %ii>* 1 <i<?Z, 
X3,-1 = {Xi’, xi’}, 1 <i<?Z, 
x3i-2 = {%>v 1 <i<fZ, 
Yi = {Y~,~: 0 < k < i - l}, 1 < i < 3n, 
Zd = (2i.k: 1 < k < m + i”}, 1 < i < 3~2, 
v, = (J xi u u (Yi u Zd), 
W$ o<i<3n-1 
ieven 
v,, = v- v,, 
E = El v E2 u E3 v E4 , 
El = ({E, 7): t E Xi, 7 E Yi u 2, ; 1 < i < 34, 
if i is odd and Vopp = VI, if i is even; 1 < i < 3n, 0 < k < i - 1 , 
I 
E, = {{xi , &‘}, {& , xi}: 1 < i < n}, 
E4 = {{xi , x0,,): i is odd and xi occurs unnegated in Bk} 
U {{xi’, x0&}: i is even and xi occurs unnegated in Bk) 
U {{55$ , xO,k}: i is odd and xi occurs negated in Bk} 
u {{ji;i’, xosk}: i is even and xi occurs negated in Bk}. 
Observe that all arcs of G join a node of V, to a node of VII ; hence the graph is bipartite 
as required. It is straightforward to show that (G, VI , V,,) is log-space computable 
as a function of A. 
We will say that a game of BIGBAPH NODE KAYLES on G is played Zegitimately 
if for i = 1,2,..., 3n, the node played on move i is contained in X3n--l+l . Legitimacy 
has the same significance in this proof as in the proof for NODE KAYLES: if a game is 
played legitimately, then it mimics the game G,(A); and if a player moves illegitimately, 
he is subject to sudden defeat. 
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To see how a legitimately played game mimics G,(A), observe that each group of 
three moves in a legitimate game on G corresponds to a single move in G,(A). On the 
first move of each triple (that is, on moves 1, 4, etc.), the player to move plays xi or zi 
for some i; this corresponds to setting xi to 1 or 0, respectively, in G,(A). On the second 
move of the triple (that is, moves 2, 5, etc.), there is no choice: because of the arcs Es, 
the player must play xi’ if xi was played on the preceding move, and So’ if ?i was played. 
Thus the second move of the triple echoes the first move. The third move of the triple 
is also forced: by the definition of legitimacy, ui must be played. Thus, the only real 
choice is on the first move of each triple, and there is a clear correspondence between 
the first 3n moves of a legitimately played game on G and the n moves of G,(A). 
The echoing in the second move of the triple serves two purposes. First, it renders 
unplayable (via the arcs Es) the node of {xi , z~} that was not played on the first move of 
the triple. Second, it solves a problem that arises in connecting the nodes x,,$ representing 
the conjuncts of A to the nodes xi , & representing the played variables. The problem is 
that we cannot, as in the proof for NODE KAYLES, always connect xi or *i to x~,~ 
whenever xi occurs in Bk , because sometimes xi , & and ~a,~ all belong to the same player 
(that is, are all in Vi or all in VI,), and then the bipartiteness condition forbids an arc 
between them. We get around this problem by forcing the opponent to echo the move 
with xi’ or zii’ and connecting the latter nodes to x,,~ . The third move of each triple 
simply serves to mark time, so that each new triple is started by a different player from 
the last. 
We now show that if on any of the first 3n moves in a game of BIGRAPH NODE 
KAYLES on G, a player fails to play legitimately, when all previous moves were legitimate, 
then his opponent can win. To show this, fix some i, 1 < i < 3n, and suppose that the 
first 3% - i moves were legitimate and that the player on move 3n - i + 1 fails to play 
legitimately, that is, fails to play a node of Xi . (We call this player the “bad” player 
and his opponent the “good” player.) Because the previous moves were legitimate, it is 
easy to see that all nodes of X, u Yk u 2, for K > i are unplayable, except possibly one 
node of X,+r . The bad player cannot play any node of X,+r u Yi u Zi , since these nodes 
belong to the good player. Thus the illegitimate move is in X, u Y, u 2, for some K < i. 
The good player can now win by playing yi,k . To see that this wins, note that after this 
move the only playable nodes left for the bad player are contained in X, or in Yk u 2, , 
depending on whether i + K is even or odd. Thus the number of such nodes is at most 
/ Yiel u Z,-r / = (i - 1) + m + (i - 1)2 = m + i2 - i. (This equality holds for i > 1; 
if i = 1 it is not possible to make an illegitimate move.) But the good player will be able 
to play every node in Zi , since these are all playable and none of them is adjacent to any 
of the bad player’s playable nodes. Since / Zi 1 = m + i2, the first player unable to move 
will be the bad player, so the bad player will lose. 
Now suppose that T has a winning strategy for G,(A). Player I can then win BIGRAPH 
NODE KAYLES on G as follows. As long as player II plays legitimately, player I does 
so also, and uses T’s winning strategy in the obvious way, via the correspondence of 
moves sketched above. If II makes an illegitimate move, I wins as described in the 
preceding paragraph. If II plays all moves legitimately, then after 3% moves, II is to move 
and there are no playable nodes left: by legitimacy no node of X, u Yk u Z, is playable 
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for any k > 0; and, because I used T’s winning strategy, it is easy to see that no node 
of X0 is playable. Thus I wins the game. 
A similar argument shows that if F has a winning strategy for G,(A), then II can win 
BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES on G. If II follows F’s winning strategy and I plays legiti- 
mately, then after 3n moves, all nodes outside X0 are unplayable, and at least one node 
of X0 is playable, corresponding to some conjunct of A which is not satisfied. Hence II 
will play a node of X0 and I will be unable to move, and so II wins. 
Thus, I can win BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES on G iff T can win G,(A). 1 
We estimate the size of the graph constructed in the above proof. Let N = j A /, 
WI = (Ji (Xi U YJ, W, = (Ji Zi . It is easy to see that 1 WI / < c1N2, 1 W, 1 < c2N3 for 
constants c1 , ca . Since no arc joins a node in W, to another node in W, , the number of 
arcs in G is < ci2N4 + c,c2N5 < csN5. This, together with the remarks after Lemma 2.4, 
justifies the claim made in Section 1 that L(BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES) is log-complete 
in PSPACE via length nzo log n. 
The game of SNORT ON GRAPHS is defined as follows. The input is a graph. 
A move consists of putting a marker on an unoccupied node. Player I uses white markers, 
and player II uses black markers. A marker may not be placed adjacent to a marker of the 
opposite color, but a player may play adjacent to his own markers. The first player unable 
to move loses. (SNORT ON GRAPHS is a generalization of the game of SNORT, which 
is described by Conway [14]. SNORT is more restricted in that it is played on planar 
maps, or equivalently on planar graphs, but aside from that it has the same rules.) 
The problem of recognizing a winning position in SNORT ON GRAPHS is log- 
completeinPSPACE. This followsfrom the completenessof BIGRAPHNODEKAYLES, 
which is reduced to SNORT ON GRAPHS as follows. Given an input (G, Vr , Vn) to 
BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES, add two new nodes, n, and n2, and make n1 adjacent to 
every node in Vr , and n2 adjacent to every node in I’,, . Place a white marker on n, and 
a black marker on n2 . It is now not hard to see that this position is a winning position 
for player I in SNORT ON GRAPHS if and only if player I can win BIGRAPH NODE 
KAYLES on (G, V, , I’,,). This completes the reduction. 
The problem we have just shown complete is the problem of recognizing a winning 
position in a game where some markers have already been played. This leaves open the 
question of the complexity of SNORT ON GRAPHS when the input is just a graph 
with no markers yet played. 
COROLLARY 3.5. L %avoid(POS DNF 2) and L%se,k(POS DNF 3) are log-complete in 
PSPACE. 
Proof. To show L(BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES) <rgL70av0rd(POS DNF 2), let an 
input (G, Vi, V,) to BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES be given. Assume V, = {xi ,..., x,}, 
v2 = {Yl ,-.., ym}. Let A be the disjunction of {(xi A yj) : {xi , yj} is an arc of G) u 
((4 A 5’): 6 is an isolated node of G} u Z, U 2, , Vi’ = Vi u {r: 4 E Vi is isolated} u Zi 
for i = 1,2. Here one of 2, , 2, is empty and the other is (zl ,..., zs} where p is the 
number required to make j V,’ / = 1 V,’ j. It is easy to see that I can win BIGRAPH 
NODE KAYLES on (G, I’, , V,) iff I can win G%avvord(A, V,‘, I’,‘). 
571/16/2-6 
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Next we show L~OBvO&‘OS DNF 2) < LO, ,rs ,seek(POS DNF 3). Let an input (A, 
Vi , V,,) to G%,,ia(POS DNF 2) be given, with A = A, v ..* v A, . Let A’ be the 
disjunction of {(ui A us)} U {( ~,~A,):l<i<n,K=l,2}whereu,andu,arenew 
variables not occurring in A. Then reasoning as in Corollary 3.3, it is easy to see that I 
can win Gy+ek(A’, VI U I%}, vll U {ud) iff 1 can win G%avoid(A, vl , VI,). a 
THEOREM 3.6. L,,,(POS CNF 11) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, L,,,(POS CNF 11) E PSPACE. We show that L,,,(CNF 3) \(lg 
L,,,(POS CNF 11). Let A E Inp(G,(CNF 3)) b e g iven. Assume without loss of generality 
that A = (3xaJ(V~e,+J *.. (3x,)(Vx,)(F, A ... A F,), where each Fi is a disjunction of at 
most three literals. We will define a positive CNF formula A’ such that player T can 
win G,,,(A’) iff T can win G,(A). Let 





Dj = x,vqv U(j+l,j+5)vX(j+l,j+5), 
Ej=ujv U(j+l,j+5)vX(j,j+5), 
B, = Fk’ v U(1, 5) v X(1, 5). 
Here U(i, j) denotes the disjunction of {uk :kis odd, i<k<j, andk<2n}, X(i,j) 
denotes the disjunction of {( xk A sk) : i < K < j and K < 2n}, and Fk’ is the formula 
which results from replacing each negated variable 7xi by the unnegated variable Z$ 
throughout the formula Fk . For example, D,, is simply the formula xan v %all . Thus, 
A, is a positive formula with variables {xi , Z~ , ui : 1 < i < 2n}, but it is not a CNF 
formula because of the disjuncts X(i, j). 
Form A’ from A, by expanding each conjunct of A, to conjunctive normal form. 
Since every conjunct of A, is of the form Hi v H, , where HI is a disjunction of variables 
and H, contains at most 12 distinct variables, this expansion increases the size of A, by a 
factor of at most 212. Slightly closer examination shows that A’ has at most 11 variables 
in any conjunct. It is straightforward to show that A’ is log-space computable as a function 
ofA. 
The semantic properties of the formula A’ needed for this proof have been isolated 
in Lemmas 3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3. In this proof, the only facts about A’ which we use are 
that A’ is a CNF formula whose variables are {xi , Z~ , ui : 1 < i < 2n} and that these 
three lemmas hold. 
The motivation of our definition of A’ is explained following this proof. 
Call a played game on G,,,(A’) legitimate iff for each k = 0, l,..., n - 1: 
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(1) On move 6k + 1, T plays one of x2n-2X: , .%aZn-sk . 
(2) On move 6k + 2, F plays the remaining variable of the pair {xZn-ak , %an-sk}. 
(3) On move 6k + 3, T plays usn-ak . 
(4) On move 6k + 4, F plays one of xZn--2k--1 , %an-ak-i . 
(5) On move 6k + 5, T plays the remaining variable of the pair {~$~-a~-r , .?z,-pk.--l}. 
(6) On move 6k + 6, F plays ~~~~~~~~ . 
A move which is not in accord with these rules is called illegitimate. A player plays 
legitimately if he does not make the first illegitimate move in a played game on G&A’). 
It is not hard to see how a legitimate played game of G,,,(A’) mimics the game G,(A). 
Every three moves in a legitimate game of G,,,(A’) correspond to a single move in 
G,(A). Player T’s (F’s) choice of ~~,-a~ or ~;,-a~ (~+~~-r or %zn--pk--l) on move 6k + 1 
(6k + 4) of the game on G&A’) corresponds to player T’s (F’s) setting ~~~~~~~ (,~~~-a~-~) 
to 1 or 0, respectively, on move 2k + 1 (2k + 2) in G,(A), for k = O,..., n - 1. 
We now show that T can win G,(A) iff T can win G,,,(A’). 
(3) Assume T has a winning strategy for G,(A). We first claim that T has a 
strategy for G,,,(A’) which wins any played game in which F plays legitimately. The 
strategy consists of playing legitimately and applying T’s winning strategy for G,(A) 
according to the correspondence of moves described above. Then after 3n moves it is 
easy to check that the sufficient conditions for T to win stated in Lemma 3.6.1 hold, 
and so T wins. 
It remains to show that T also can win if F does not play legitimately. Suppose F makes 
an illegitimate move at some point, when all previous moves were legitimate. We show 
that, whatever this move is, T has a response which leads to one of two results: (a) F has 
a lost position, or (b) F has on his next move the option of restoring the game to a 
“legitimate” position; if he accepts this option, the game continues as if it had been 
legitimate with no disadvantage to T; if he declines it he has a lost position. 
We enumerate all possible illegitimate moves by F, assuming in each case that all 
previous moves were legitimate. 
Case 1 
Move 6k + 4: Legitimate play requires F to play one of X, , X, , where Y = 2n-2k-I, 
but he does not do so. 
Subcase IA. F plays U, . In this case T responds by playing x, . If F next plays P, , 
the position is again legitimate-just as if the order of moves had been 5 by F on move 
6k + 4, then x, by T, then u,. by F-and the game continues normally; the net effect 
is that F has let T make his choice for him with regard to the pair X, , %r , and T is 
clearly none the worse off by it. On the other hand, if F plays anything other than X, 
on move 6k + 6, T plays So , and then after F’s next move the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6.2 
will hold (with j = r and hypothesis (3)(a) holding), and so by that lemma T can win. 
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Subcase IB. F plays something other than ur . In this case, T plays U, . If F’s next 
move is not X, or Z+. , T wins after that move by Lemma 3.6.2 (withj = Y and hypothesis 
(3)(b) holding). If F’s next move is x, or s,. , T plays the other of X, , S$ ; then after F’s 
next move T wins by Lemma 3.6.2 (withj = Y and hypothesis (3)(c) holding). 
Case 2 
Move 6k + 2: Legitimate play requires F to play xZn-sk or gzZnwzk , whichever of the 
two was not played on move 6k + 1. In this case, if F fails to play the required variable, 
T plays that variable. After F’s next move, T wins by Lemma 3.6.2 (with j = 2n - 2k 
and hypothesis (3)(a) holding). 
Case 3 
Move 6k + 6: Legitimate play requires F to play z+n--2K--1 , but he does not do so. 
In this case, T plays that variable. Then after F’s next move, T wins by Lemma 3.6.2 
(with j = 2n - 2k - 1 and hypothsesis (3)(c) holding). 
Thus, no matter what illegitimate move F makes, T can win. This completes the 
proof of (2). 
(t) Suppose that F has a winning strategy for G,(A). We show that F also can 
win G&A’). We first claim that F has a strategy for G,,,(N) which wins if T plays 
legitimately. The proof of this is similar to the proof of the corresponding claim for T 
in the last part; we leave the details to the reader. 
We next show that F also can win if T does not play legitimately. We enumerate all 
possible illegitimate moves by T, assuming in each case that all previous moves were 
legitimate. 
Case 1 
Move 6k + 1: Legitimate play requires T to play one of X, , X, , where Y = 2n - 2k, 
but he does not do so. 
Subcase IA. T plays u, . In this case, F responds by playing x, . If T next plays %? , 
the position is again legitimate-just as if the order of moves had been 5,. by T on move 
6k + 1, then x, by F, then u, by T-and the game continues normally; F suffers no 
disadvantage by this transposition. On the other hand, if T fails to play or on move 
6k + 3, then F plays it and wins, by Lemma 3.6.3 with j = Y. 
Subcase 1B. T plays something other than II,. . In this case, F plays u, and on his 
next move plays x, or X, , thereby winning by Lemma 3.6.3. 
Case 2 
Move 6k + 5: Legitimate play requires T to play whichever of ~~,+~,+i , &-n--2k--1 was 
not played on move 6k + 4. In this case, if T fails to play the required variable, F plays 
it on his next move, and wins by Lemma 3.6.3. 
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Case 3 
Move 6k + 3: Legitimate play requires T to play uZn-ak , but he does not. In this case, 
F plays that variable and wins by Lemma 3.6.3. 
Thus, F can win in all cases. This completes the proof of (c) and of the theorem. 1 
We now briefly discuss the motivation for our definition of A’ in the above proof. 
Suppose the conditions of the game Gpos(A’) were relaxed, so that A’ was allowed to be 
any positive propositional formula, not necessarily a CNF formula. Then we could have 
taken A’ to be the formula A,, defined by A, = A and 
Ai = (xi v %J A ((xi A ZJ v ui v AtpI) for i odd, 
A, = (xi A Xi) v ((xi v Si) A ui A A,-J for i even > 0. 
It is rather easy to verify that the following three lemmas are true for A,, as for A’. 
Thus the above proof can be used, with essentially no change, to show that T can win 
G,(A) iff T can win Gpos(Az,J. 
The formula A’ arose from the attempt to convert A,, to conjunctive normal form. 
The full CNF expansion of A,, would involve an exponential increase in size; but we 
were able, by trimming away unneeded conjuncts and disjuncts, to come up with the 
formula A’. 
The formula A,, was conceived as a kind of propositional analog of the graph con- 
structed by Even and Tarjan in [4]. The above proof, applied to A,, , is quite similar to 
the Even-Tarjan proof. 
The main problem which arises in replacing A,, by a CNF formula is finding a way 
for player T to punish F’s illegitimate moves. With a CNF formula, it is much easier 
for F to threaten T with sudden defeat than for T to do so to F, since F can win by 
merely falsifying one conjunct. The solution of this problem is provided by Lemma 3.6.2. 
The three lemmas which follow establish the semantic properties of the formula A’ 
required by the above proof. In the statement of these lemmas, A’ and n are as in that 
proof. 
LEMMA 3.6.1. Consider a played gatie on G,,,(A’) and let V, be the set of variables 
which were played by T in this game. Assume, for i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n: (a)i{xi , &} n V, 1 = 1, 
and (b) ui E V, 22 i is even. Then T has won the game if and only if for all i, 1 < i < m, 
Fi is satisfied by the assignment s: {x1 ,..., xZn} -+ (0, 1) defined by s(q) = 1 if xi E VT . 
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the definition of A’. Hypotheses (a) and (b) 
imply that all the formulas Cj , Dj , Ej are satisfied because their sets of disjuncts include 
6%+1 9 xj+J7 jxj 9 gj17 {%>7 respectively. Thus A’ is satisfied iff all the formulas B, are 
satisfied. For each i, 1 < i $ m, all disjuncts of B, are false except F,‘, which is satisfied 
iff Fi is satisfied by s. 1 
LEMMA 3.6.2. Let 1 < j < 2n. Consider a position in G,,(A’) in which T is to move. 
Let V, (V,) be the set of variabZes which have been played so far by T (F), and assume: 
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(1) Fori=jt1,j+2,...,2n:(a)xiE~,or~~;iEV,,and(b)ifiiseven,uiEVT. 
(2) / V, n {xi, Xi, ui : i <j}i < 2. 
(3) One of the following holds: 
(a) xiE VTuandSji V,. 
(b) jisodd,ujEV,,and(xj,q}n((VTu V,) = a. 
(c) j is odd, ui E VT , and (xj , .q} n V, f g. 
Then player T can win from this position. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses hold. Let Y be the greatest even integer <j. Since A, 
is logically equivalent to A’, it suffices to show how T can satisfy all conjuncts of A, . 
Define the ranh of a conjunct H of A, to be 0 if H = B, for some K and otherwise to be 
the even integer i such that H is Ci , Di, or Ei . We omit the straightforward proof of 
the following claim: 
CLAIM 1. All conjuncts of A, of rank >Y - 4 are already satisfied, except, if hypo- 
thesis (3)(b) holds, the conjunct Cr. 
Thus T, to win, must just play so as to satisfy all conjuncts of rank 0, 2,..., Y - 6, 
and also C, in case (3)(b). The last case will present no problem: by (3)(b) both xj and sj 
are unplayed, and both these occur as disjuncts of C, . T simply waits for F to play one 
of these two, and then plays the other. It will be seen that this does not interfere with T’s 
strategy for the other conjuncts. In particular, if Y < 6, there are no other conjuncts 
and so T wins easily. In what follows we therefore assume Y > 6. 
As for the conjuncts of rank 0, 2,..., r - 6, we show that T can not only satisfy them, 
but can do so in a particular way. Call a disjunct of a conjunct of A, principa2 if it occurs 
other than as a part of one of the subformulas Fi’ and is not of the form (xk A 4). Since 
every such disjunct consists of a single variable, we also call the variable involved a 
principal variable of the conjunct. We show that T can succeed in playing a principal 
variable of every conjunct of rank 0, 2 ,..., r - 6. 
CLAIM 2. Disregard the hypotheses of the lemma. Let K be even, 0 < k < 2n - 6. 
Assume that F has played at most 2 of the principal variables occurring in conjuncts 
of A, of rank ,<R, and T is to move. Then T can succeed in playing some principal 
variable of each conjunct of rank ,(k. 
We first verify that Claim 2 with K = Y - 6 suffices to prove the lemma. All principal 
variables of conjuncts of rank <K have subscripts at most K + 5. Thus hypothesis (2) 
of the lemma implies the hypothesis of Claim 2 that F has played at most two principal 
variables of these conjuncts. Furthermore, we see that the method described above for T 
to satisfy C, in case (3)(b) wi 11 work, since the playing of xj and sj has no effect on the 
struggle for principal variables. Thus to complete the proof of the lemma, we must only 
prove Claim 2. It suffices to assume that F has made exactly 2 prior moves such as hypo- 
thesized in the claim. 
Claim 2 is proved by induction on even integers k. First, let K = 0. Every conjunct 
of rank 0 has us and u6 as principal variables. If F’s two prior moves are not ua and us , 
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T will play one of them and achieve his goal. So assume that F’s two moves are us and u5 . 
Then T plays U, . This is principal in all conjuncts of rank 0 except C, . C’s has two 
unplayed variables, xi and X; as principal variables, and so T is assured of winning on his 
next move. Thus Claim 2 holds when k = 0. 
Now assume Claim 2 holds when K = h - 2; we show it holds when K = h. Call a 
variable new if h is the least rank of any conjunct in which the variable is principal. Thus 
the new variables are u~+~ , uh , xhfl , s~+~ , xh , -t;h . We distinguish three cases: 
(A) Neither of F’s prior moves is a new variable. In this case, T follows his winning 
strategy for K = h - 2 until F plays a new variable. Whenever F plays a new variable, 
T plays the variable which is paired with it in the following list: (++s , uh), (xh+r , ~~+r), 
(Xh > TV). Otherwise T plays his strategy for K = h - 2. (This is possible by the definition 
of new.) Clearly T in this way plays a principal variable in each conjunct of rank <h - 2, 
by the inductive hypothesis. Moreover, he also succeeds on conjuncts of rank h: By his 
pairing strategy he plays one of uh+s , uh , one of xh+i , ~~+i , and one of xh , x,--which 
gives him a principal variable in Eh , Ch , and D, , respectively. Thus in case (A), T 
achieves his goal. 
(B) Exactly one of F’s prior moves is a new variable. This is essentially the same 
as (A). T responds to the new variable played by F according to the above pairing and 
thereafter plays as in (A). As in (A) he achieves his goal. 
(C) Both of F’s prior moves are new variables. In this case T plays ~*.+a, which is 
principal in every conjunct of rank h. It remains for him to play principal variables in all 
conjuncts of rank <h - 2, which he does easily using his strategy for K = h - 2, 
since F has not yet played any of those principal variables. 
This completes the proof of Claim 2 and of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3.6.3. Let 1 < j < 2n. Consider a position in G,,,(A’) such that the following 
hold: (1)Fori = j + 1,j +2,..., 2n: (a) at least one of xi , Z~ has been played by F, and (b) 
ui has been played by F if i is odd. (2) One of the following holds: (a) xi, gj have both been 
played by F, or (b) j is even and F has played uj and one of xj , zj . Then player F wins the 
game. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. We show there is a conjunct of A, all of whose 
disjuncts have been made false. Thus F will win regardless of subsequent play. If (2)(a) 
holds and j is odd, then every disjunct of C,-r is false. If (2)(a) holds and j is even, then 
every disjunct of Di is false. If (2)(b) holds, then every disjunct of Ei is false. Thus in 
every case F wins. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. L,,,(POS DNF 11) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that &,,(POS DNF 11) is log-complete in 
PSPACE. Referring to the proof of the preceding theorem, we sketch a proof that 
L,(CNF 3) <rg&,os(POS DNF 11). Let some A,, E Inp(G,(CNF 3)) be given. Assume 
that A,, = (3~,,-~)(Vx,,-,) ... (3x,)(Vx,)B. Let A = (3x,,)(Vx,,-,)A,. Clearly T can win 
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GJA,,) iff T can win G&l). Construct A’ from A as in the preceding proof. As was seen 
in that proof, T will lose GPO&l’) unless his first move is x,, , za2, , or uan , and at least 
one of xan , *an is not a worse move than uan . Moreover, in this case, xan and %an occur 
symmetrically in A’, so T has no better first move than xa, ; that is, T can win after this 
first move iff T can win G,,,(A’) in the first place. Form A, from A’ by dropping every 
conjunct in which xa, occurs. It is clear that T can win G&AI) iff T can win Gr&A’), 
where Gnee(Ar) is the variation of Gpos(A1) in which T forfeits his first move and lets F 
move first. In the game Gnes(AJ, T wins iff he plays some variable in every conjunct, 
that is, iff the first player (F) cannot play all variables of some conjunct; that is, iff the 
first player cannot win Gnos(As), where A, is the positive DNF formula formed from A, 
by replacing A by v, and v by A, throughout. Thus T can win GJA,) iff F can win 
G,,,(A,). Thus, L,(CNF 3) <~g&,Os(POS DNF 11) and so the latter is log-complete 
in PSPACE. 1 
We next consider the game G%fr,&CNF). In this game, the players are initially 
allocated distinct sets of variables, and each player plays only from his own set, assigning 
values of 0 or 1. If this partitioning of the variables were not done, and any player could 
play any variable, we would have a game which we call Gf,,,(CNF). Gf,,,(CNF) is 
complete in PSPACE even under the restriction that the input formula is positive; this 
follows at once from the completeness of G,,,(POS CNF), since when playing on a 
positive formula T would never want to set a variable to 0, nor F to 1. 
Although similar in description, Gp,,,(CNF) and G%&CNF) differ vastly in terms 
of play, We can picture G&CNF) as an aggressive game, in which players race to 
claim territory. By contrast, G%f&CNF) is a passive game, in which one tries to make 
as little commitment as possible, to force one’s opponent to reveal his intentions before 
one reveals one’s own. If some variable occurs trivially in the input formula, so that the 
truth of the formula in no way depends on it, then it is always optimal to play that variable 
in G%f,,,(CNF); in G&CNF) a player would not usually want to play such a variable. 
THEOREM 3.8. L %rree(CNF) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, L%&CNF) E PSPACE. By G%r,,,(PROP) we mean the game 
identical to G%f,,e(CNF), but with arbitrary propositional formulas for input instead of 
CNF formulas. Lemma 3.9 states that L %&PROP) <ls L%f&CNF). Thus it suffices 
here to show L,( CNF) <Is Lx free(PROP). 
Let some A E Inp(G,(CNF)) b e g iven. Assume without loss of generality that A = 
(WW,) ..- W&4 3 where n is even and A, is a CNF formula. We will define a formula 
A’ with variables V, u Va such that (A’, V, , V,) is log-space computable from A, 
and T can win G,(A) iff T can win G%free(A’, V, , V,). Let 
where Bi = (ri E xi-r) and C, = (xi = xi) v (zi E yJ. Also let V, = {x~ , y*, xi+r : i is 
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odd,l~i~n-l}and~~={xi,yi,z,_l : i is even, 2 < i < n}. Thus the variables 
of A’ are X U Y u 2, where X = {xi : 1 < i < n}, Y = {yi : 1 < i < n}, and 2 = 
{xi : 1 < i < n}. We call members of X X-variables, and so on. It is straightforward to 
show that there is a log-space algorithm which computes (A’, I’, , I’,) from input A. 
For brevity we write G%(A’) instead of G%r&A’, Vi , V,). 
We first describe informally the idea of the proof. The formulas Ci occur in A’ in such 
a way as to force each xi to be set to the same value as either xi or yi . Thus it is fatal 
for a player to play zi before at least one of xi , yi has been played. But once xi or yi 
has been played, xi can be played with complete safety. (Since zi occurs only in Ci , the 
player of zi , having made Ci true, will never have any reason to wish he had assigned a 
different value to zi .) Because this move is completely safe, it is at least as good as any 
other move. (Recall the remarks preceding this theorem.) Thus, it can be assumed, 
without affecting the outcome of optimal play, that as soon as any player plays the first 
of (xi , yi}, his opponent will play .zi at once. 
With this assumption, what does a player do after he plays xi or yi and his opponent 
responds with zi ? There is no zlc that he can play safely, since by assumption he would 
have already played any such zK . He could play a member of some unplayed pair (xk , yJ, 
but there is not much point in this move, since his opponent has zle as a completely 
safe response. The only move that can possibly force his opponent to take any risk is 
to play the second member of some pair (xle , ylc} one of which has already been played. 
This being the case, a player might as well adopt the policy that he will never play the 
first member of a pair {xk , yk) unless he intends to play the second member of the pair 
on his very next move. Thus, modulo this somewhat sketchy reasoning, we may assume, 
without affecting the outcome of optimal play, that each triple {xk , ylz, zk} is played on 
three consecutive moves. 
Given that the zi’s are always played so as to make Ci true, the formula A’ can be 
paraphrased as follows: (i) If some yi played by F fails to match xi-i , then F loses. 
(ii) Otherwise, if some yi played by T, i > 1, fails to match xi-i , then T loses. (iii) 
Otherwise, T wins iff A, is true. The effect of clauses (i) and (ii) is that no player will 
play yk with K > 1 unless he can correctly echo z-i , that is, unless xRAl has been played. 
Thus, for K > 1, the triple (xk , yk , xK} will not be played until {xk-i , yKPI , zlc-J has 
been played. This forces the triples to be played in the strict order {xi , yi , zi}, 
-9% > Yz , .%A..~> hz > Yn > z,}. The only essential choice left is the value assigned to 
Xl 7 x.2 )...) x, . These values are assigned in order by players T and F alternately, and in 
the end player T wins iff these choices have been made in such a way that A, is true. 
Thus this game is equivalent to G,(A), and so whichever player can win G,(A) can also 
win G% (A’). 
This completes our informal and admittedly imprecise description of how the formula 
A’ works. We have gone to some length because the motivating ideas are not apparent 
from the rigorous proof which follows. 
In a played game on G%(A’), we say that a player plays unsoundly if he plays some 
variable yi with i > 1 before ximl has been played, or if he plays some Zi when both xi 
and yi are unplayed. The notation s(f) means “the value assigned to the variable 5.” 
We now prove that T can win G,(A) iff T can win G%(A’). 
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(=s) Assume that T has a winning strategy for G,(A). Let T’s strategy for GyO(A’) 
be defined by the following rules: 
TO. On his first move, T sets yi to an arbitrary value. 
Tl. Whenever F plays the first member of a pair {xi , yi} (i.e., plays xi when yi is 
unplayed or yi when xi is unplayed), T responds by playing zi and setting it to the same 
value as the variable played by F. 
T2. Whenever F plays the second member of a pair (xi, yi}, T responds by 
playing yk , where tz is the least odd integer such that yk is unplayed. 
(a) If F has pl y d a e zk unsoundly, T sets s(yJ = 1 - s(zk). 
(b) Otherwise, if x,+r has been played, T sets s(yk) = s(xR-i). 
(c) Otherwise, T sets s(yJ arbitrarily. 
T3. Whenever F plays a Z-variable xi , T responds by playing xi . 
(a) If F has played zi unsoundly, T sets s(xi) = 1 - s(q). 
(b) Otherwise, if F has played yi+i unsoundly, T sets s(xJ = 1 - s(yi+J. 
(c) Otherwise, if all of xi , x2 ,..., xi-i have been played, T sets s(q) = u(s(xJ, 
&,), . . ., s(xi.J), where u is T’s winning strategy for G,(A). 
(d) Otherwise, T sets s(xJ arbitrarily. 
Assume that T uses this strategy in some played game on G%(A’). We will show that T 
wins that played game; thus, this is a winning strategy for T. 
First, consider the case where F does not make any unsound move in the played game. 
In this case, we make the following claim: At any point in this played game where F is 
to move, the set of variables which have been played so far is the union of (a) for some 
odd K, the first K variables in the list yl, x1 , xi , ya , zs , xa ,..., yn , x, , x, , and (b) 
possibly some pairs of the form {xi , zi} for various even i. 
First note that the condition asserted by the claim holds when F is first to move, 
since at that time only yi (T’s first move) has been played. Thus, to prove the claim it 
suffices to show that if this condition holds at any time when F is to move, it will also 
hold the next time F is to move. Assume that F is to move and the condition holds. Let 5 
be the last variable in the list of (a) above such that all variables up to and including 5 
have been played. Case 1. f = yi for some odd i. In this case, F may now play xi or any 
of his unplayed X-variables, and these are the only variables that F can play soundly. 
If F plays z( , then T plays xi by rule T3. If F plays xk for some even k, then yk is 
unplayed and so T plays zk by rule Tl. In either case the condition of the claim still 
holds when F is next to move. Case 2. f = xi for some odd i. In this case, F may soundly 
play yi+i or any of his unplayed X-variables. If he plays yi+i and the pair (xi+i , zi+i} is 
unplayed, then T plays q+i by rule Tl, and the condition of the claim again holds. 
If F plays Y~+~ and the pair {xifl , zi+J has been played, then T plays yi+a by rule T2, 
and again the condition of the claim holds. If F plays xK for some even K, then yk is 
unplayed and so T plays .zk by rule Tl, and the condition again holds. Case 3. 5 = xi 
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for some even i. In this case, F may only play an X-variable soundly. If F plays xi , T 
plays y,+r by rule T2, and the condition still holds. If F plays xlc for some even K > i, 
then T plays zi and again the condition holds. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now in the played game under consideration, T played all his Y-variables except yr 
by rule T2(b)-rule T2(a) was not used because F played soundly, and by the above 
claim rule T2(c) was never used-and hence Bi is true for each odd i, 3 < i < n - 1. 
Also, T played all his Z-variables by rule Tl, and so Ci is true for each even i, 2 < i < 71. 
And T played all his X-variables by rule T3(c)-the above claim tells us that rule T3(d) 
was never used; thus T played all his X-variables according to T’s winning strategy 
for G,,,(A) and as a result A, is true. It is easily seen that these things suffice to make A’ 
true. Thus T wins the played game in the case where F plays soundly. 
Next suppose that F played some variable unsoundly in the played game. Since T 
played all his Z-variables by rule Tl, Ci is true for each even i, 2 < i < n. If F played 
zk unsoundly for some odd k, T would have played xk by rule T3(a) and yr by rule 
T2(a), so that C, is false, and this makes A’ true. If F played all his Z-variables soundly, 
but played yk unsoundly for some even K, then T would have played xk-r by rule T3(b), 
making B, false and A’ true. Thus in all cases T wins the played game. 
This completes the proof of (3). 
(t) Assume that F has a winning strategy for G,(A). Let F’s strategy for G%(A’) 
be defined as follows: 
Fl . Whenever T plays the first member of a pair {xi , y,}, F responds by playing zi 
and setting it to the same value as the variable just played by T. 
F2. Whenever T plays the second member of a pair {xi , yi}, F responds by 
playing yi Al . 
(a) If T has played xi+r unsoundly, F sets s(yi+r) = 1 - s(q+r). 
(b) Otherwise, F sets s(yi+r) = s(x$). 
F3. Whenever T plays a Z-variable zi , F responds by playing Xi . 
(a) If T has played zi unsoundly, F sets s(q) = 1 - s(q). 
(b) Otherwise, if T has played yi+r unsoundly, F sets s(q) = 1 - s(yi+J. 
(c) Otherwise, if all of x1 , x2 ,..., xi-r have been played, F sets s(q) = o(s(xr), 
+&., s(qr)), where o is F’s winning strategy for G,(A). 
(d) Otherwise, T sets s(q) arbitrarily. 
Assume that F uses this strategy in some played game on G%(A’). We will show that F 
wins this played game; thus, this is a winning strategy for F. 
First consider the case where T does not make any unsound move. In this case, we 
make the following claim: At any point in the played game where T is to move, the set 
of variables which have been played so far is the union of (a) for some even K > 0, the 
first K variables in the list yr , z1 , x1 , yz , z2 , x2 ,..., yn , a, , x, , and (b) possibly some 
pairs of the form {xi , ZJ for various odd i. 
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The proof of this claim is essentially identical to that of the corresponding claim in 
the last part, and so we omit it. 
In the played game under consideration, this claim tells us that F played all his X- 
variables by rule F3(c), that is, according to F’s winning strategy for G,(A), thereby 
making A, false. Also, F played all his Y-variables by rule F2(b), making Bi true for 
each even i, 2 < i < n; and F played all his Z-variables by rule Fl, making Ci true for 
each odd i, 1 < i < n - 1. From these things it can be seen that A’ is false. Thus F wins 
the played game in the case where T plays soundly. 
Now suppose that T played some variable unsoundly. Since F played all his Z-variables 
by rule Fl, Ci is true for each odd i, 1 < i < n - 1. If T played zk unsoundly for some 
even K, F would have played xlc by rule F3(a) and ylc by rule F2(a), making C, false and 
hence A’ false, and so F wins. Suppose then that T played all his Z-variables soundly 
but played yk unsoundly for some odd k. Then F played xk-r by rule F3(b), making B, 
false. Moreover, F played all his Y-variables by rule F2(b), making Bi true for each even i, 
2 < i < n. These things make A’ false, so in this case too F wins. 
Thus in all cases F wins the played game. Thus the strategy given is a winning one. 
This completes the proof of (0 and of the theorem. m 
The game G%rr,,(PROP) was defined in the above proof: It is the same as G%&CNF), 
but with arbitrary propositional formulas for input instead of CNF formulas. 
LEMMA 3.9. L “/,iree(PROP) &&free(CNF). 
Proof. Let an input (A, V, , V,) to G%rr,,(PROP) be given. We will define a CNF 
formula A’ with variables V,’ U V,’ such that (A’, Vr’, V,‘) is log-space computable 
from (A, V, , V,) and such that T can win G%free(A, VT , V,) iff T can win 
G%free(A’, VT’, v,‘). 
Let the logical connectives (i.e., the occurrences of A, v, and --,) in A be numbered 
from left to right with numbers 1, 2,..., 1z and assume n = 29 for some integer p > 1. 
(This entails no loss of generality, since one can increase the number of connectives in 
any formula to a power of 2 by repeatedly choosing some occurrence of a variable x and 
replacing it by (x) v (x).) 
With each connective i we associate a new variable u,,,~ . In this way a distinct variable 
is associated with each subformula of A: With each nonatomic subformula (including A 
itself) we associate z4ssi , where i is the number of its main connective, and with each 
atomic subformula, consisting of a single variable, we associate the variable itself. For 
i = I,..., n, let @& be the ith connective and define the formula Di as follows. If @Ji is A 
or v, let Di be ~a,~ = (5 @ T), where f and 7 are the variables associated with the two 
subformulas joined by @Q . If @$ is 7, let Di be ussi = (-q), where 7 is the variable 
associated with the subformula negated by @ . 
Let uo.m be the variable associated with the entire formula A. Define 
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Form A’ from A# by expanding each conjunct of A# to conjunctive normal form. 
Since each conjunct of A# is of the form Fl v F, , where Fl is a disjunction of literals 
and F2 involves at most 8 distinct variables, this expansion increases the size of A# by a 
factor of at most 2s = 256. Let Vr’ = Vr u lJ, and V,’ = V, u U, , where Ur = 
(u~,~ : 0 < i < p, 1 < j < 2pdi} and U, = {z’i,,j : ui,i E Ur}. We call members of V, u V, 
V-variables and members of UT v U, U-variables. 
It is straightforward to describe a log-space algorithm which on input (A, VT , V,) 
outputs (A’, VT’, V,‘). We note just the following points: (i) To compute C, one must 
find the main connective of A. This is done by scanning A from left to right and counting 
parentheses until equal numbers of left and right parentheses have been passed and a 
connective is scanned. This connective is then the main connective of A. (ii) To compute 
Dj , one must find the main connectives of the subformulas joined by @J. . This is done 
by first moving the input head to scan (aJj , and then moving it leftward or rightward and 
counting parentheses in a manner similar to the above. Further details are left to the 
reader. 
For brevity we write G%(A) and GTA(A’) instead of G%rree(A, VT , V,) and 
G%rree(-d’, I/;‘, VF’). 
We now informally describe the idea of the proof. We intend that the game G%(A’) 
will be played in a number of distinct phases. In the first phase, all the V-variables are 
played, in the same way they would be played in a game of G%(A). In phase 2 + i, for 
i = 0, I,..., p, all the variables ZQ and ziiPj are played. In phase 2, T has the chance to 
“prove” that he has succeeded in satisfying A; he does this by setting each variable 
uo,j to the truth-value of the corresponding subformula of A, as determined by the values 
assigned to the V-variables in phase 1. In order to keep F busy while T is doing this, 
we require F to echo each of T’s moves, by setting z& to the same value as uo,i . (Without 
this echoing requirement, F could prematurely play z’& in phase 1.) The purpose of 
phase i, for i > 2, is to check up F’s echoing in phase i - 1. For each i > 2, T in 
phase i reports on F’s echoing by setting ui,j to 1 iff F correctly echoed ui--l,k for 
k = 1, 2,..., 2j. Thus, the z+ with highest j is a complete report on F’s echoing in 
phase i - I ; it is set to 1 iff F’s echoing in phase i - 1 was completely correct. This 
variable appears negated (through the formulas Hi) in those conjuncts of A’ where it is 
needed to punish F for echoing incorrectly. While T is doing this reporting, we again 
keep F busy by requiring him to echo each of T’s moves, by setting zZ,,~ equal to Q. 
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Thus each phase of checking up on F’s echoing gives rise to the need for another phase 
of checking up. Fortunately, the number of variables played in each phase is half that 
of the preceding phase, so that after p = log(n) phases of checking up, it remains only 
to check that F has correctly echoed the single variable u,,r . This is done by including 
a disjunct z&r S+ ug,i in every conjunct of A#. 
Getting T to play in the way described above is quite simple: There is a conjunct 
of A# which states what value u<,~ shall have; if T does not set ui,j to this value, the 
conjunct B,,j is false (unless F echoes badly) and so T loses. 
This informal sketch has overlooked many difficulties. For example, we cannot strictly 
enforce the division of the game into phases: T may quite legitimately start reporting 
on F’s echoes in phase i before phase i is over. Also, it is not obvious from the above that 
the punishing of bad echoes by F can be carried out without creating loopholes which 
the punisher could use to win even with correct echoing. We now give the formal proof 
that T can win G%(A) iff T can win Go/, (A’). As before, S(X) means “the value assigned to 
the variable x.” 
(*) Assume that T has a winning strategy for G%(A). Let T’s strategy for Go;(A’) 
be defined as follows: 
Tl. On his first move, and whenever F plays a V-variable which is not his last 
remaining V-variable, T plays a V-variable according to his winning strategy for G?&(A). 
That is, T makes the same move he would have made in G%(A), given the play which 
has taken place so far on the V-variables. 
T2. Whenever F plays a variable & such that ui,j is unplayed, T responds by 
playing z+ and assigning it the value 1 - ~(zi<,~). 
T3. Otherwise, T plays ui,j , where (i, j) is the lexicographically least pair such that 
ui ,j is unplayed. (Lexicographic ordering is defined by: (i, j) < (h, k) iff i < h or (i = h 
and j < It).) If all variables in the set VT u V, U (u~,~ , &, : (h, K) < (i, j)} have been 
played, T assigns u~,~ a value by ( a and (b) below; otherwise he assigns an arbitrary ) 
value. 
(a) If i = 0, T assigns to us,? the truth value of the subformula of A associated 
with the variable u,,~ , as determined by the values assigned to the V-variables. 
(b) If i > 0, T assigns a value so as to make Ei,j true. That is, T sets ui,j to 1 
iff S(&-l,zj-1) = S(Ui-r,aj-r ) and s(z?i-r,sj) = s(ui-r,sf) and, ifj > 1, s(u+,~-r) = 1. 
This completes the definition of T’s strategy for G%(A’). 
Assume that T uses this strategy in some played game on G%((A’). We will show that T 
wins this played game; thus, this is a winning strategy for T. 
We make the following claim: At any point in the game when F is to move, the set of 
variables which have been played so far is the union of (a) possibly some pairs of the 
form {uiSj , zii,j} for various i, i and (b) either a subset of Vr u V, or, for some pair (i, j), 
the set {ui.d u h,k , 4.k : (h, k) < (i, j)> U VT U VP . 
The proof of this claim is straightforward. One shows that it holds when F is first to 
move, and that if it holds at any time when F is to move, it also holds the next time F is 
to move. The reader can supply the details. 
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From this claim it can be seen that whenever T plays uisi by rule T3, he assigns it a 
value by T3(a) or T3(b); h e never assigns an arbitrary value. 
First suppose that, in the played game under consideration, rule T2 was never used. 
Then, since all the variables ~a,~ were assigned by rule T3(a), the formulas Dj are all 
true, for 1 <j < n. Moreover, since T played the V-variables by his winning strategy 
for G:/,(A), the variable u,,, corresponding to the entire formula A has a value of 1; 
hence the formula C is true. Finally, each variable ui,j with i > 0 was played by rule 
T3(b), making the formula Ei,$ true. Thus all the conjuncts of A# are true, so A’ is true, 
and so T wins. 
Next suppose that rule T2 was used. Let (h, K) be the lexicographically greatest pair 
such that uhPk was played by rule T2. If h = p, then k = 1, since there is only one 
variable of the form u~,~ , and so by rule T2, s(~,,i) # s(z&,J, and so T wins, since 
4Ll + %A1 is a disjunct of every conjunct of A #. If h < p, then T played all variables 
uisj with i > h by rule T3(b), thereby making each formula Ei,j with i > h true. Further, 
let q = ‘k/2’, Y = 2p-h-1 (where rxl denotes the least integer not less than x); then by 
rule T3(b-) each of ~h+~,~, ~h+~,~+~ ,..., Uh+l,r was assigned the value 0, which makes all 
the formulas C and Bi,j with i < h true, since these all have 7~h+l,r as a disjunct. Thus 
all conjuncts of A’ are true and T wins. 
Thus, in all cases T wins Go/,(A’). Th us the strategy given is a winning one, This 
completes the proof of (a). 
(t) Assume that F has a winning strategy for G:&(A). Let F’s strategy for G%(A’) 
be defined as follows: 
Fl . Whenever T plays a V-variable, F responds by playing a V-variable according 
to his winning strategy for Gyo(A). 
F2. Whenever T plays a U-variable u?,~, F responds by playing i& and setting 
e4.d = 44 
We claim that this is a winning strategy for F. To see this, consider a played game on 
Gyb(A’) in which F uses this strategy. 
First suppose that T played all the variables {z+ : 1 < i < p, r = 2’ei} to the value 1. 
This makes all the formulas Hi false. Now if any of the formulas Dj were false, A’ would 
be false and F would win. So assume that all the formulas Dj are true, 1 < j < it. This 
means that the variables u,,~ all correctly reflect the truth values of the corresponding 
subformulas of A, as determined by the values of the V-variables. In particular, the 
variable z+,~ corresponding to the whole formula A has value 0, since F played the 
V-variables by his winning strategy for G%(A). Thus the formula C is false, and hence A’ 
is false and F wins. 
Next suppose that T set s(z+) = 0 for some i > 1, Y = 2~-~. Let i be the greatest 
such i; thus Hi is false. If s(ui,J = 0, then E,,1 is false in view of rule F2, and so B,,l 
is false; hence A’ is false and F wins. Otherwise, let j be the greatest j such that s(uiVj) = 1. 
Then Ei,j+l is false in view of rule F2, and so B,,j+l is false, hence A’ is false and F wins. 
Thus, in all cases F wins G%(A’). Thus the strategy given is a winning one. This 
completes the proof of (t) and of the lemma. 1 
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We have not been able to produce any fixed integer bound K such that L%rr,,(CNF) is 
complete when restricted to formulas with at most k disjuncts in each conjunct. Never- 
theless, the above construction does provide some nontrivial bounds on the size of 
conjuncts. Observe that no conjunct of A’ in the above proof has more than log,(n) + 7 
variables, of which at most 3 are in Vr . It follows that L%tree(CNF) is complete in 
PSPACE when restricted to inputs (A, V, , Vr) such that each conjunct of A has at 
most log,(( A 1) variables, including at most three variables from V, . 
We next consider the game Ga,id(POS CNF). Recall that in Gsv,id(POS CNF), 
the game ends, and the last player loses, as soon as all conjuncts of the input formula 
are satisfied (i.e., at least one variable in each conjunct has been played). This game has 
the following interesting property. If at some point in the playing of the game, the 
number of unplayed variables is even and every conjunct which is not yet satisfied has an 
odd number of distinct variables, then the player who is to move can win. This is true 
because the player to move can, on the current move or any future move, avoid immediate 
loss by choosing some unsatisfied conjuct and playing a variable that is not in it-such 
a variable exists by the hypothesis. If he plays in this way, he can never lose; hence his 
opponent must lose. Similarly, at any point when an odd number of variables remain and 
every unsatisfied conjunct has an even number of distinct variables, the player who is to 
move can win. In view of this, we can think of the game as a kind of race. If the input 
formula has an even number of variables, the first player tries to satisfy all the even 
conjuncts (i.e., conjuncts having an even number of variables) while leaving some odd 
conjunct unsatisfied. The second player tries to satisfy all the odd conjuncts while 
leaving some even conjunct unsatisfied. This insight motivates the following proof. 
THEOREM 3.10. i&v,id(POS CNF) is log-compZete in PSPACE. 
Proof. We show L%r,,,(CNF) <: L ,lg avoid(Pos CNF). Let an input (A, VT , vF) to 
G%rree(CNF) be given, with A = A, A ... A A,, where each Ai is a disjunction of 
literals. Assume without loss of generality that Vr = {xi ,..., x,}, V, = {yr ,...,m}, that 
every variable of VT u V, occurs both negated and unnegated in A, and that every 
conjunct of A contains some variable of VT . (The first of these last two assumptions 
can be made to hold by adding conjuncts of the form (.$ v Tf) to A; then the second 
can be made to hold by replacing each deficient conjunct Ai by (xi v Ai) A (- xl v AJ.) 
Let A’ be the conjunction of {Ci , Di : 1 < i < n} u {I?, : 1 < k < m}, where Ci = 
(xi v xi), DC = (yi v ri v yi’) and B, is the disjunction of the variables {t, 4’ : 5 occurs 
unnegated in Ak} u {f, f’ : ( occurs negated in Ak). Thus, the variables of A’ are 
{Xi, yi, 4, yi, Xi’, Yi’, Gq’, Y*’ : 1 < i < n}. We call the variables xi, 4, xi’, & X-variables, 
and yi , yi , yi’, ri’ Y-variables. It is easy to see that there is a log-space algorithm which 
computes A’ from (A, VT , V,). 
In a played game on Gavoid(A’), we say that a player initiates a conjunct of A’ if he is 
the first player to play a variable in that conjunct. 
The motivating idea lies in the remarks preceding this theorem: Because each Ci has 
an even number of variables and each Di has an odd number, we expect that I (resp. II) 
will want to try to satisfy all the Ci (resp. DJ as quickly as possible by initiating some 
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new Ci (resp. Di) on each move. If we could be sure that the players played in this way, 
the game would exactly imitate G%rree(A, Vr , V,) and so the proof would be easy. 
The essence of the detailed arguments which follow is to verify that neither player has 
anything to gain by not playing in this way. 
We now show that T can win G%free(A, VT , V,) iff I can win G,,,&4’). As before, 
we abbreviate G%rree(d, VT, V,) by G%(A). 
(3) Assume that T has a winning strategy for G%(A). We describe player I’s strategy 
for Gav,id(A’) in terms of a “side game” of G%(A) which I plays in parallel with his 
playing of the main game Gaveid( At any t ime when I is to move in G,,,fd(A’), let 
him play by the following rules: 
Tl. On his first move, player I first makes the first move for player T in the side 
game, according to T’s winning strategy for G%(A). Let xi be the variable played by T. 
In the main game, I plays xi or %i , depending on whether T set xi to 1 or 0. 
T2. If II on his last move initiated Di for some i, I turns to the side game and 
moves for F as follows: If II played yi or yi’, F sets yi to 1; otherwise, F sets yi to 0. 
Then I makes a move for T in the side game, according to T’s winning strategy. Let xlc 
be the variable played by T. In the main game, I then plays xlc or 4, depending on 
whether T set xk to 1 or 0. If, however, this variable has already been played in the main 
game, I arbitrarily plays some variable subject to the conditions in rule T3. 
T3. Otherwise, I does nothing in the side game, but arbitrarily plays some variable 
in the main game, subject to the following conditions: If possible, he chooses an X- 
variable; otherwise, he chooses, if possible, a variable which does not immediately lose, 
that is, a variable that does not occur in every unsatisfied conjunct of A’. 
At first glance, rule T2 would appear to be incomplete, since it does not tell what to do 
if the move made for F in the side game is the last move of that game. This will happen 
only when rule T2 is invoked for the nth time, that is, after II has initiated D, for every i. 
We claim that at this point I will already have won G,,,id(A’). To see this, go ahead and 
make F’s final move in the side game as in rule T2. In view of rules Tl and T2, at least 
one of {xi , %J and at least one of { yi , ?i , yi’} have been played in the main game for each 
i, 1 < i < n. Hence all the conjuncts Ci and D, are satisfied. Also, since T played by a 
winning strategy in the side game, every conjunct of A is satisfied in the side game; 
it is clear then from rule T2 that every conjunct B, has been satisfied in the main game. 
Thus all conjuncts of A’ became satisfied upon II’s last move, and so I has won as claimed. 
We now show that the above strategy wins for I. First, observe that each formula B, 
contains some X-variable, since by assumption each conjunct of A contained a variable 
in VT . Thus, if it is ever I’s turn to move and all X-variables have been played, then all 
of the formulas B, have been satisfied and so every unsatisfied conjunct of A’ is D, for 
some k. Thus every unsatisfied conjunct has an odd number of variables, so I will win 
by the remarks which precede this theorem. 
So let us restrict attention to played games in which it is never the case that all X- 
variables have been played when I is to move. In such a game, by the above rules, I plays 
only X-variables. Since the game will not be over until each Di is satisfied, and since the 
571/r%-7 
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formulas D, contain Y-variables only, II must initiate each Di . But, as argued above, 
as soon as II has initiated the last Di , he has lost the game. Thus the strategy we have 
described is a winning strategy for I. 
(e) Assume that F has a winning strategy for G%(A). In GavOid(A’), let II play his 
first n moves as follows: 
Fl. If player I has on every one of his moves so far initiated some Ci , then II 
responds according to F’s winning strategy for G%(A), using the correspondence whereby 
setting 6 to 1 or 0 in G%(A) corresponds to playing [ or {, respectively, in Gav,id(A’). 
Note that whenever II plays in this way he initiates some Di . 
F2. Otherwise, he chooses some i such that Di has not been initiated and plays yi . 
(If all the D, have been initiated, then he plays some arbitrary Y-variable.) 
Consider the situation after each player has made n moves, with II playing as above. 
It is clear that all the conjuncts Di are already satisfied. If I did not initiate some Ci on 
every move, then some Ci is still unsatisfied. If I did initiate some Cj on every move, 
then some B, is unsatisfied, since II used F’s winning strategy. Thus, in any case, I is 
to move and all unsatisfied conjuncts have an even number of variables, so by the 
remarks preceding this theorem II can easily win. Thus, II has a winning strategy for 
Gvoid(A’)- 1 
In view of the above proof and the remarks following Lemma 3.9, .&voie(POS CNF) 
is complete even when restricted to inputs A such that no conjunct of A has more than 
log,(l A I) variables. 
COROLLARY 3.11. L(SIFT) iS log-CO?tZpkte if2 PSPACE. 
Proof. We show J&~id(POS CNF) &L(SIFT). Let a positive CNF formula 
A=A,h *.* A A, be given, and assume that the variables of A are {x1 ,..., xn}. For 
k = I,..., m, let S, = {i : xj occurs in &}. Let 0? = (S, : 1 S, 1 is even}, 2 = {S, : 1 S, 1 
is odd}. By the remarks preceding Theorem 3.10, if R is even, player I can win SIFT on 
(G& a) iff player I can win G,,,ld(/!). Similarly, if n is odd, I can win SIFT on (a, 68) 
iff I can Win G,,,id(A). 1 
GX/,avoie(POS CNF) is defined like G,,,ie(POS CNF), except that the variables of 
the input formula are partitioned into two disjoint sets, Vr and Vn , of equal cardinality, 
and player I (II) is required to play variables from Vr (V,,). This game has the following 
useful property. If at some point in the game every unsatisfied conjunct has fewer variables 
of I’, than of V,, , then player I can win. This is true because, once this condition holds, 
player I can on any subsequent move avoid immediate defeat simply by choosing some 
unsatisfied conjunct and playing some variable of Vr that is not in it; this is possible 
because whenever I is to move, equal numbers of variables in Vr and Vn remain unplayed. 
Similarly, if at any point in the game every unsatisfied conjunct has at least as many 
variables of V, as of V,, , and at least one conjunct is unsatisfied, player II can win. The 
following proof of completeness of &8v,,id(pOS CNF) is very similar to that of &Old 
(POS CNF). It uses the property just stated in place of the property described before 
Theorem 3.10. 
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THEOREM 3.12. L s/,avoid(POS CNF) is log-complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. Let L%nee(CNF/3F) = {(A, Vr , V,) L E %rree(CNF): each conjunct of A 
contains at most 3 occurrences of variables in V,}. By the remarks following the proof 
of Lemma 3.9, L%rree(CNF/3F) is log-complete in PSPACE. We show that &free 
(CNF/3F) <igL%avoid(POS CNF). Let some input (A, Vr , VF) to G%free(CNF/3F) 
be given, with A = A, A ... A A, . Assume that V, = {xi ,. . ., x,}, V, = { yi ,..., m}. 
Also assume that every conjunct A, of A contains at least as many variables of Vr as 
of V, (counting a variable twice if it occurs both negated and unnegated). This entails 
no loss of generality, since any conjunct A, which fails to meet this condition can be 
replaced by the 8 conjuncts comprising the CNF expansion of (xi A -& v (~a A --q) v 
(% A -+s) v A, , and each new conjunct will have at least as many variables of Vr as 
of V,. Let A’ be the conjunction of {Ci , Di : 1 < i < n} u {Bk : 1 < K < m}, where 
Ci = (xi v xi), Di = (yi v yd), and B, is formed from A, by replacing each negated 
variable ?xi or lyi by the unnegated variable Z~ or yi . Let V,’ = {xi , Z~ : 1 < i < n}, 
Vr’ = (yi , pi : 1 < i < n}. It is easy to see that (A’, V,‘, I’,‘) is log-space computable 
from (A, Vr , I’,). We write G%(A) and G%avoid(A’) instead of G%&A, I’, , V,) and 
G?:,avoid(A’, VT’, VF’>. 
The proof that T can win G%(A) iff I can win G~~~~~id(/l’) is identical to the proof in 
Theorem 3.10 that T can win G%(A) iff I can win G,,id(A’), except for the following 
points: (a) G%avoid(A’) replaces Gavoid (A’), (b) references to primed variables such as yi’ 
should be ignored, (c) references to I playing Y-variables or II playing X-variables 
should be ignored, since this is not possible in G%avoid(A’), and (d) the phrase “has an 
odd (even) number of variables” should be replaced by “has fewer (at least as many) 
X-variables than (as) Y-variables.” 1 
COROLLARY 3.13. &&(Pos CN??) U?d Lo/,S&(Pos CNF) UYe log-COWZpk?k? i?Z 
PSPACE. 
Proof. We show Lavoid(POS CNF) <rIgLs&POS CNF). Let a positive CNF 
formula A = A, A *** A A, be given. Let A’ be the conjunction of {(ur v us)) u 
{(ui v A,) : 1 < K < m, i = 1,2), where ur , us are new variables not occurring in A. 
In Gseek(A’) it is fatal to play one of ur , u before all the A, are satisfied, because one’s s 
opponent will play the other of these two variables and win. But after all the A, are 
satisfied, playing ur or us wins at once. In view of this, it is easy to see that I can win 
&&A’) iff I can win G,,,id(A). 
Next we show L~Oavo&‘OS CNF) < L \1g %seek(Pos CNF). Let an input (A, Yr, vn) 
to G%/,,,rd(POS CNF) be given. Letting A’ be the same as above, it is easy to see that 
1 can win Gxseek(A’, VI U {u,>, VII U {%)) ifi 1 can win G%avoid(A, VI , VII). i 
4. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 
We here offer some observations on the foregoing results and proofs. Some familiarity 
with the notion of NP-completeness is assumed (e.g., see [3, 91). 
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Comparison with NP-Complete Problems 
In comparing these problems with known NP-complete problems, some interesting 
contrasts can be seen. The first lies in the difficulty of the proofs. It seems fair to say that 
for NP-complete problems having a comparable simplicity of definition, the proofs of 
completeness would typically be much simpler than those given here. The relative 
simplicity of NP-completeness proofs probably reflects the fact that NP-complete 
problems simulate Turing machine computations in a very straightforward way (cf. the 
proof of NP-completeness of the satisfiability problem in [3]). Complete problems in 
PSPACE can describe computations more concisely, but by means which are less straight- 
forward and hence less readily transferable between problems. 
Another contrast lies in the large gap which seems to exist between many of the general 
games we have shown complete in PSPACE and any special cases of these games which 
are known to be polynomial-time decidable. For example, we do not know how to solve 
NODE KAYLES even on extremely simple graphs such as an n by m rectangular grid, 
or acyclic graphs of degree 3. Another example is G,,,(POS CNF 11); we have not been 
able to show this complete for any fewer than 11 variables per conjunct, and yet it appears 
to be very hard even when restricted to three variables per conjunct. Such large “gray 
zones” seem much less likely to be found in NP-complete problems of comparable 
simplicity. For example, the satisfiability problem is NP-complete with three literals 
per conjunct, but it is in P when restricted to two literals per conjunct [3]. Similarly, the 
problem of deciding whether a graph is 3-colorable is in P for graphs of degree three, 
but is NP-complete on planar graphs of degree four [6]. Again, this contrast probably 
reflects the more straightforward manner in which NP-complete problems simulate 
Turing machines. 
Games and NP-Hardness 
A problem is NP-hard if some NP-complete problem can be reduced to it in polynomial 
time. Any problem that is log-complete in PSPACE is also NP-hard, and NP-hardness 
alone constitutes evidence of intractability which is, for practical purposes, just about 
as strong as completeness in PSPACE. Thus, a researcher whose main interest is in 
finding evidence for intractability of a problem may well feel satisfied in proving NP- 
hardness, thereby sparing himself the extra work of trying to prove completeness in 
PSPACE. 
But proving completeness in PSPACE is not always “extra work.” It happens for 
quite a few games that a proof of NP-hardness generalizes almost immediately to a proof 
of completeness in PSPACE. This is particularly true of “impartial” games, that is, 
games where the same set of moves is permitted to both players. Many of the proofs in 
this paper lend support to this idea, in that it is hard to see how limiting the goal to an 
NP-hardness proof would result in any significant simplification. (On the other hand, 
there can be a striking difference for games which are not impartial. For example, it is 
almost trivial to prove that G%rr,,(CNF) is NP-hard, w h ereas our proof of completeness 
in PSPACE of this game is very long and complicated.) 
A number of researchers have exhibited games which are NP-hard. Berlekamp [2] 
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has shown that the game of L-R Hackenbush on Redwood Furniture is NP-complete. 
This game is a restricted form of the game called Hackenbush Restrained in [14]; hence, 
the latter game is iVP-hard. Fraenkel and Yesha [15] have shown the M-hardness of a 
number of games on graphs. It would be interesting to investigate whether any of these 
iVP-hard games are complete in PSPACE. 
Other Complexity Categories 
There are many games in which the length of a played game is not bounded by a 
polynomial in the size. One example of such a game is the familiar game of checkers, 
generalized to be played on an n by n square board. Such games do not, in general, lie 
in PSPACE. 
Chandra and Stockmeyer [13] have exhibited a number of games on propositional 
formulas which are complete in exponential time, a condition which implies that these 
games cannot be decided in less than exponential time. The same paper introduces the 
interesting theoretical notion of alternating computers (a generalization of nondeter- 
ministic computers), which provides a link between various time and space complexity 
classes and also has an intimate connection with games. 
Advantages of Using Propositional Formulas 
As seen in Section 1, a number of our games on propositional formulas can be more 
naturally described as games on collections of sets. But there are a number of reasons 
why we prefer to work with games on formulas. One reason is that the propositional 
calculus offers a degree of expressive power that is not available from sets alone. This 
can be seen in the proofs of Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.9, where rather complicated 
formulas are defined, to be replaced by equivalent CNF formulas. The CNF formulas 
do not have to be explicitly written out and would be very clumsy if they were; it suffices 
to know that they exist and are not too large. 
Another benefit of propositional formulas is their heuristic value. A process which we 
used repeatedly in discovering our games is the following. First think of some game that 
can be played on arbitrary propositional formulas, and show it complete in PSPACE. 
Then try to narrow down the class of formulas on which completeness holds, e.g., to 
CNF formulas or positive CNF formulas. We have already noted how such a heuristic 
process led to our proof of completeness of G,,,,(POS CNF). Such a process is also 
evident in the use of Lemma 3.9 to prove the completeness of G%t,,,(CNF). 
A third use of propositional formulas has to do with games based on NP-complete 
problems. We have described in [lo] a method whereby NP-complete problems can be 
used to simulate the propositional calculus, thereby allowing any game on propositional 
formulas to be translated into a game played on inputs to the NP-complete problem, 
such that the new game is log-complete in PSPACE if the original game was. This gives 
rise to a multitude of new games that are complete in PSPACE. These games generally 
have, however, a somewhat contrived character. One example of a game which is shown 
complete in PSPACE in this way is the following game played on graphs. The players 
take turns choosing arcs from a predefined subset of the arcs, subject to the condition 
that there exist a Hamiltonian cycle of the graph which contains all arcs chosen so far. 
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The first player to violate this condition loses. We refer to [lo] for a discussion of these 
games, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Open Questions 
We briefly list a few games whose complexity is unresolved. These are mostly variations 
of games that we have shown complete in PSPACE. 
1. ARC KAYLES. This is the analogue of NODE KAYLES played on arcs 
of a graph instead of nodes. (See the remarks after Corollary 3.3.) 
2. ARC KAYLES and NODE KAYLES restricted to starlike graphs. We call 
a graph starlike if it is connected and acyclic and has at most one node of degree greater 
than 2. Can a polynomial-time algorithm be found ? 
3. NODE KAYLES restricted to bipartite graphs. This game looks like it could 
be complete in PSPACE. 
4. IMPARTIAL HEX. This is played like Generalized Hex, described in the 
Introduction, except that all markers are white. The winner is the first player who 
completes a chain of white markers from s to t. (This can also be played on directed 
graphs.) If the preceding game, NODE KAYLES on bipartite graphs, is hard, then so 
is this one (both directed and undirected version), by virtue of a simple reduction. 
5. BIGRAPH NODE KAYLES restricted to inputs (G, Vr , Vu) such that 
/ Vt j = / Vn I. It would seem an elementary gesture of fairness to give both players the 
same number of nodes to play on. But we have not been able to show the game in this 
form hard. 
6. Other restricted problems. For each game on graphs (e.g., GEOGRAPHY, 
NODE KAYLES, Generalized Hex), the complexity of the game restricted to planar 
graphs is of obvious interest. For games on formulas, one can try to limit the number of 
variables in each clause. For example, how hard is G,,,(POS CNF) when restricted to 
positive CNF formulas with at most three variables in each conjunct ? 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have exhibited a number of two-person games, based on simple combinatorial 
ideas, for which the problem of deciding the outcome of optimal play is log-complete in 
polynomial space. This provides strong evidence, although not absolute proof, that 
efficient general algorithms for deciding these games do not exist. We have also pointed 
out asymptotic lower bounds, roughly of the form &*, on the space required to decide 
each of these problems, 
For many of these games there is a rather large gap between the general form of the 
game which is complete and any special cases for which polynomial-time algorithms are 
known. In this respect, these results are less helpful than comparable N&completeness 
results, which often provide rather sharp delineation between “solvable” and “hard” 
cases. 
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On a more theoretical level, these games are of interest because they augment the still 
rather small list of known problems that are complete in PSPACE. Every such problem 
serves as a test case for the open question of whether P = PSPACE, since such a problem 
is decidable in polynomial time if and only if P = PSPACE. Thus the role of these 
problems in PSPACE is analogous to that of the NP-complete problems in relation to 
the well-known open question of whether P = NP. 
These results are a natural sequel to the proof by Even and Tarjan [4] that the game of 
Generalized Hex is complete in PSPACE. Together with that result, they firmly establish 
the notion that games are natural candidates for complete problems in PSPACE. 
It is hoped that these results will pave the way for further completeness results, both 
by providing specific problems for use in reductions and by sharpening our intuitive 
understanding of the kind of complexity that serves to make a game or other problem 
complete in polynomial space. 
APPENDIX 
Notation. If I’ is an alphabet (i.e., a finite set of symbols), then r* denotes the set of 
all strings over I’(that is, all finite sequences of elements of r). ] A 1 denotes the cardinality 
of the set A, or, if A is a sequence or string, the length of A. 
Propositionalformulas. By a variable we mean a string of symbols consisting of a 
letter or augmented letter such as X, y, U, ti, x’, f followed by a subscripted string of 
decimal digits and commas. Examples of variables are x0 , ~~,a , 7s , zi,,,4 . VBL denotes 
the set of all variables. By a (propositionaE)formuZa we mean a string formed from variables 
and the symbols -,, A, v , ( , ) which is contained in the smallest set F such that VBL C F 
and -+l), (A) A (B) and (A) v (B) are in F whenever A and B are in F. The immediate 
subformulas of C are the formulas A, B such that C is --,(A) or (A) A (B) or (A) v (B). 
A subformula of C is a member of the smallest set which contains C and contains every 
immediate subformula of any of its members. A formula is atomic if it has no immediate 
subformulas, i.e., consists of a single variable. We generally omit parentheses where they 
are not needed for readability; e.g., we informally write xi v l~2 v x8 instead of ((xi) v 
(7(~z))) v (x3). We sometimes write formulas using the additional connectives = and f. 
A = B means “A if and only if B”; this can be regarded as an abbreviation of (A v --,B) A 
(B v 7A). A + B is equivalent to ---,(A z B). 
A litera is a formula of the form [ or -,c, where f E VBL. Note that Z$ , yi , etc. are 
simple variables and not negated variables. A formula is in conjunctive normal form, or a 
CNF formula, if it is of the form B, A B, A ... A B, with each Bi of the form (Q v ... v 
c+,J, where each ai,j is a literal and mi , 7~ >, 1. Similarly, a disjunctive normal form 
(DNF) formula is one which is a disjunction of conjunctions of literals. A formula is 
positive if 7 does not occur in it (i.e., its only connectives are A and v). 
Ifs is a function from the set of variables of the formula C into (0, l}, then s satisfies C, 
or makes C true, iff C is true when the symbols 0, 1, 7, v , A are interpreted in the usual 
way as “false,” “true,” “not,” “or,” “and.” 
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Graphs and directed graphs. A graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V is a nonempty 
finite set (the nodes of G) and E is a collection of unordered pairs of elements of V (the 
arcs of G). The nodes u and v are adjacent iff {u, v> E E. The degree of a node is the number 
of arcs containing it; the degree of a graph is the maximum degree of any of its nodes. 
A node is isolated if its degree is 0. A directed graph is similarly defined, except that the 
elements of E are ordered pairs of elements of V; (u, v) is called the directed arc from u to v. 
Details of encoding. For a game to be formally stated as a recognition problem, its 
inputs must be defined as strings over some alphabet. We assume that the inputs to all 
our games are presented as strings over some fixed alphabet L’, which contains at least 
all the symbols used to form propositional formulas. (Thus propositional formulas used 
as inputs need no encoding.) Graphs and directed graphs are assumed to be encoded as a 
list of names of nodes, followed by a list of arcs, each arc being given as a pair of names 
of nodes. We omit further details, since just about any straightforward system of encoding 
is equivalent for our purposes (cf. [9]). When we refer to the size of an input, we always 
mean the length of the string in Z* that represents it. 
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